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Michael Holmes (left), a senior engineering t ech major from Levittown, Pa., is the recipient of the 1973 Water Conservationist
of t he Year Award, sponsored by the League of Kentucky Sportsmen and t he Kentucky Wildlife Federati on Foundation.
Western faculty member Dr. Donald Rowe (right) nominated Holmes for t he honor.

ENGiNEERiNG TEcltNoloGy
AccREdiTEd
By DON ARMSTRONG
E ngineering technology is a professional area which is
found "in the occupational spectrum between the (skilled)
craftsman and the engineer - at the end of the spectrum closest to the engineer." So says the ECPD.
/

Among the varied accomplishments which can be listed
to the credit of Western Kentucky University, it is difficult to
find an opportunity to register a "first" in the area of academic
subjects. It is thus all the more significant that Western does
have a national first in the recent accreditation of its four-year
degree program in environmenal engineering technology.

Engineering technologists use their knowledge of scientific and engineering methods in support of all kinds of engineering activity. Graduates of these four B.S. degree programs
are capable of performing many of the responsibilities formerly
done only by professional engineers. Western graduates are
serving in a variety of such positions already, ranging from
construction or maintenance supervisors to project designers
and inspection supervisors.

This landmark achievement was part of a quarto of baccalaureate programs in engineering technology to receive accreditation by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development (ECPD) - The accrediting agency for engineering
and engineering technology. Other Western engineering tech
programs to be approved are electrical, mechanical and civil.
engineering technology.

As a matter of fact, says Boyce D. T ate, head of Western's
Department of Engineering Technology, it is the performance
of many Western ET graduates on the job that has convinced
the ECPD to grant academic accreditation to these programs.

What is engineering technology, as contrasted with engineering?
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These graduates work with basic electricity, magnetism and
other fundamental areas, but their experience bas included
"hands-on" experience with the latest equipment and processes
available.

The Department of Engineering Technology has more than
300 students, and the approval of an environmental sequence
marks not only the first program of its kind in the entire country to be accredited, but also the first for any of these four-year
programs of engineering technology in the state of Kentucky.
"We are pleased to achieve this position of leadership in our
professional area," said Tate.

Technologists in the mechanical phase of ET are prepared to enter production industries, and Western graduates
with this specialty are to be found in an exceedingly wide area
of vocations. These include paper mills, farm machinery, coal
mining, aluminum products, ship building, the petroleum industry and a number of pilots in the military services.

Established as an academic program in 1967 in Western's
Ogden College of Science and Technology, engineering technology was raised to departmental status by action of Westem's Board of Regents in 1970. "There is a steady demand
for graduates of engineering technology," Tate said, "particularly from several areas of industry where there are personnel shortages which match closely with the kind of preparation provided by engineering technology."

Western offers a two-year sequence in the civil, electrical
and mechanical options leading to the associate degree.

Western has granted the bachelor's degree to 78 graduates of engineering technology already, including the four degree options.

Tate, himself a professional engineer of outstanding qualifications, explains that engineering education bas become increasingly devoted to highly theoretical studies in mathematics
and science, and "more engineering graduates are continuing
their education toward advanced degrees . .. a necessary response to our highly scientific technology."

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Part of the department moved last year to occupy renovated facilities in the former Training School Building, now
named Science and Technology Hall. It continues to use other
facilities in the. Kelly Thompson Complex for Science center
wing. It will utilize portions of the proposed Environmental
Sciences and Technology Building on the Ogden campus.

"T hen who is to perform the applied engineering functions
still needed in industry?" he asks. Tate concludes that this
will require more than the level of education provided by the
associate degree (two year) programs.
The baccalaureate degree-holder in ET has added another
two years in a specially-designed curriculum "which broadens
and builds upon the scope of the two-year programs," he adds.

The $3.4 million Environmental Sciences and Technology
Building has been designed by Frank D. Cain, architect of
Bowling Green, assisted by Kaestner and Lynch, engineers of
Louisville. Bids were opened on Nov. 2 and 9 by the Department of Administration and Finance. The building will be
located near the present Kelly Thompson Complex for Science,
situated between State and Chestnut Streets, and built by the
Barmoore Construction Co. of Louisville.

These studies include deeper looks into the competencies
required in the engineering field. They also offer computer
experience and more math, as well as options in business administration. In addition, . the final two years of ET give the
student a chance to broaden out into the humanities, social
studies and other elective areas.
"The education our ET graduates receive," Tate says
proudly, "equip these young people to deal with not only technicians in their particular area of competency, but also with
engineers, administrators and other professional staff people."

While the mechanical, electrical and civil engineering tech
programs will remain in the Science and Technology Hall (the
former Training School), the environmental sequence will
move to the newer facilities across the street. Other programs
to be housed in the proposed structure are from the Departments of Geography and Geology, Agriculture and Industrial
Education and Technology.

Graduates of these Western programs have fanned out into
10 states already, departmental records reveal. In an \'!Ia of
technology and impersonal developments it is indicative of
the approach taken by Boyce Tate and bis colleagues to find
on the walls of the Science and Technology ~all pictures of
the young men and women who have become .' the testimonial
for accreditation.

in public interest, into a profession devoted to managing the
water, air and land resources of man and society, and reducing
occupational or radiation hazards.

The construction will require removal of four residential
buildings on the south side of the Ogden campus, including
the present Home Management House.

Another broad area is the civil field, concerned with concepts, design and construction or maintenance of projects such
as highways, airports or buildings. It can take many forms,
of course, or aim at a broad variety of objectives. It is peopled
at Western by a number of students on State Highway Department scholarships, for instance. It includes areas of study
such as surveying, transportaiton systems, analysis and tests
of materials and structural design procedures.

Environmental engineering tech is, of course, only one of
the specialty areas available in ET, but its eight graduates are
· found in a variety of jobs and further graduate study. One
is in Lexington working on industrial waste problems; another
is with a firm in Cincinnati which makes products used in
small water treatment facilities. One is working with state
government on occupational and health standards, while still
another is with the Louisville Water Co.

Electrical and electronic applications for engineering technology are found in many places. These technologists help to
design, develop, test or install such equipment as is found in
computer centers, telephone systems, power generation or distribution systems, broadcasting stations or even in aerospace
and medical settings.

The environmental major is an outgrowth of sanitary engineering which originally emphasized water purification and
solid waste disposal. It has developed, along with an upsurge
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A newsletter offers word of the promotions and other accomplishments of the alumni of the department. It would
seem to underscore the continued recognition of the human
common denominator of all four engineedng technology programs - they are made up of real people proving that Western is a great place to get a good education.

ABOVE LEFT: Department head Boyce Tate conducts a class
in the Science and Technology Hall, formerly the Training School.
ABOVE: Faculty member Edward Flowers (left) instructs sophomore
William Hazelwood (standing) and fresh man James Reynolds in
the use of lab equipment.

MR. ARMSTRONG is Director of Public R elations at Wes tern
and is editor of Western Alumnus.
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more sophisticated efforts such as writing legislation and
evaluative reports," he said.

also received money under the Higher Education Act to provide assistance in community development. Under this act,
several projects have been completed. McCreary County was
assisted in preparation of a county-wide recreational development plan. At the present time the city of Hardinsburg is
being aided in its efforts to plan a water treatment plant. Another project which· is underway is assisting Russellville to
codify its city ordinances.

"Some, naturally, have worked harder than others and
have done better work," Eversole said. "We have helped a
number of those whom we were able to observe in finding
positions. As a matter of fact, we have three Western M.P.S.
graduates on the BRADD staff now and three other M.P.S.
students as participants in our program," he said.

These are but a few of the many ways in which the Bowling Green College of Business and Public Affairs is being
of assistance to the region and the state. If local and state
governments in the United States are going to be vital forms
of assistance and effective instruments of meeting the needs
of citizens, they must receive every support.

Eversole points out that experience has shown that the
graduate student "is pretty bright-and interested in making
a track record.
"From our work with other agencies," he said, "we know
they are just as interested in work experience as they are in
academic proficiency. We will do anything we can do to help
make students more employable by giving them real work
opportunities," he added.

Officials of the Lincoln Area
Development District, Bill Halfacre,
a regional planner, and John
Matheny, assistant director (left),
work with Dr. Vernon Martin
(standing) and Dr. William Jenkins
of Western in mapping a new
project for their area of the state.

Western has committed itself to these objectives in partnership with six of the state's area development districts. In
addition to BR ADD, these are the Lake Cumberland (headquartered at Jamestown) , the Lincoln (Elizabethtown), the
Green .River ( Owensboro) and the Pennyrile (Hopkinsville).
Officials of these organizations have been able to call upon
the public affairs program at Western to receive a variety of
advice and actual assistance.

In addition to its role of educating students for public
service, the College of Business and Public Affairs provides
training and technical assistance to local units of government
in South Central and West Kentucky. This function is funded
both by Western and by grants from the federal government.

Public Affairs Aids Counties
By VERNON MARTIN and DON ARMSTRONG
The first college to be formed within the academic structure of Western was, of course, the Bowling Green College of
Commerce. T hat action took place in 1963 and nearly a
decade later the name of the college was restyled by the Western Board of Regents as the Bowling Green College of Business and Public Affairs.

Many students in both the undergraduate and graduate
programs have received practical experience working with
government agencies. Not only have the students benefited
from this exposure to the world of work, but so have the
agencies and the people they serve.
A team of graduate students working with the Barren River
Regional Development District (BRADD) was able to assist
government officials in their efforts to receive more revenuesharing money from the federal government for their cities and
counties. Other students have helped cities and counties with
the development of recreation and other community projects.

Why the change in title?
D r. R aymond L. Cravens, vice president for academic
affairs, and Dr. William M. Jenkins J r., dean of the college,
pointed out at that time that there was the need to recognize
a growing function within the college - that of public affairs.

How do the agencies of government react to having Western students work with them to gain this practical experience?
Jack Eversole of Bowling Green, executive director of
BRADD, has this to say :

The college will continue its role in educating students
through the departments which relate to business subjects,
plus those in the social sciences which prepare graduates for
careers in areas of public affairs. It also has begun to broaoen
the important functions of public service.

"We have utilized students for preparing revenue-sharing
appeals, for collecting crime data, for developing recreational
planning data, for working on emergency medical service
plans, for gathering data on school enrollments and even for

Students planning careers in the public sector can pursue
a bachelor's degree in administrative service with an emphasis on economics, geography, government, military service or
sociology.
In addition to these undergraduate degree programs, Western also offers a master's degree in public service (M.P.S.) .
Students taking this graduate program can choose a specialty
in public administration, agriculture, child development and
family Jiving, recreation and park administration, regional development or urban and regional planning.

DR. MARTN was recently appointed assistant dean for public
affairs of the Bowling Green College of Business and Public
Affairs, and was until that time head of Western's Department
of Government. MR. ARMSTRONG is director of public relations and editor of the Western Alumnus.

Left: Registering for a city and county clerk's seminar in September, part of Western 's public service program, was C. David Stiff of Hardinsburg, who is act ing as a graduate aide to Bowling Green City Manager Paul McCauley. Helping with registration is Russell Richardson of
Bowling Green, a graduate assist ant in the Depart ment of Government at Western. Right : Dr. Wayne Hoffman (right) of West ern's Department
of Geography and Geology, works with Miss Laura Southard, an M.P.S. graduate of West ern now serving as assistant t o t he regional planner
for the Barren River District, and t hree other public service students from Western who are gaining practical experience as well as aiding
BRADD.

Under an intergovernmen,tal personnel aid ( IPA) grant, administered by the Civil Service Commission, the college provides training and technical assistance for the purpose of upgrading the skills of local government personnel. Workshops
have been conducted for these government officials dealing
with capital improvements, planning and budgeting. A workshop for city and county court clerks on keeping records and
accounting for federal revenue-sharing funds was held last
September.

Clearly, this constitutes a partnership for progress through
regional development - particularly in the counties of South
Central and West Kentucky. These local government units
receive help from Western and give university students these
opportunities to apply their learning.
"Admittedly, this type of teaching cannot be used for all
disciplines," says BRADD Director Jack E versole. "But we
can do more than we have been doing, especially as the University increases its responses to the state's service needs," he
adds.

In addition to administering an IP A grant, the college has
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES HONORS

understand a word the preacher says?' " President Downing
said the elder Goodman then replied, " 'I want everyone to
know whose side I'm on!' "

the Glasgow native also has become a respected spokesman
for the entire industry.
"J ulian Goodman is no stranger to tribute and acclaim,"
Dr. Hyde noted in his presentation address. " In the more
than 25 years he has worked in the broadcasting industry, his
innovative ideas, his tireless efforts and his determination to
develop broadcasting to the high limits of its potential have
brought recognition and honor."

Distinguished
Alumnus
Julian
Goodman

President Downing went further : "I want you to know I
express more than institutional pride in him. As kinfolk and
childhood playmates, our relationship goes back long before
we entered together in the fall of 1939 what was then Western
Kentucky State T eachers College."
Goodman left Western one semester short of graduation
to enter military service in 1943 and while he was on the H ill,
Dr. Downing emphasized, J ulian "gave early evidence of his
superior ability and high motivation."
,

These prizes, H yde noted, have ranged from the 1972
Gold Medal of the Tnternational R adio and Television Society, to the "gratitude felt by millions of American citizens
whose vision of the world around them is unimpaired by the
constraints of distance, time and parochialism."

President Downing referred to the UnivJrsity motto, "The
Spirit M akes the Master," say.ing that Julian Goodman's accomplishments reflect all of the major components of the West~
ern Spirit - "attitude, enthusiasm, purpose, aptitude, work;
these are the basic ingredients of success and J ulian Goodman
possesses them in abundance."

Dr. Hyde emphasized his belief that Julian Goodman has
contributed in a personal way to the expansion of knowledge
for millions of Americans. "And we can hope that perhaps
through knowledge will come understanding and a greater
humanity," D r. H yde said.

"Westerners everywhere have a feeling for what we refer
to as the Spirit of the Hill, and we really believe in our motto,
The Spirit Makes the Master. Our first president, Dr. H . H.
Cherry, in attempting to define or identify this Spirit, called it
'that other thing,'" Dr. Downing said.

"We are proud that you began your education and the start
of your remarkable career of public service at one of our state
colleges, Western Kentucky University," he continued. "You
have set high standards for us and our students to follow."
President D owning tied the upbringing of Julian Goodma n
to their common soil of South Central Kentucky. He told the
large banquet aud ience that Julian's two brothers and "numbers of other relatives" still live in the Glasgow area. President Downing, who referred to Julian Goodman's father as
"Uncle Charlie," told of an incident in the life of the late Mr.
Goodman.

"I t is certainly to Julian's credit," President Downing said,
" that he chose a Kentucky girl for his wife-the gracious and
lovely Betty D avis of Dawson Springs, and they have four
wonderful chiJdren."
What of fame and success, have they "spoiled" Julian
Goodman? H is cousin reports on that: "When he returns to
Fountain R un, Ky., for the annual reunion of the Goodman
family, he is known there as 'Uncle Charlie's youngest boy.'

"It was no accident," Dr. Downing said, "that in February
1973 the Southern Baptist Radio and Television Commission
awarded J ulian its distinguished communications medal for
his 'ingenuity and excellence in promoting the moral a nd
spiritual welfare of the nation and the world through broadcasting.'
ing an impressive banquet in San Diego, Calif., last month.
This alumnus of Western was chosen to receive - the second
to be so named (the first was the late Lyndon B. Johnson) the distinguished alumnus award of the American Association
of State College sand Universities (AASCU).

It was on a warm evening in August, during the first year
when Western had earned the right to be called a university.
At the commencement podium stood a distinguished looking
young man with sharp facial features and curly hair. He bad
returned after 23 years of professional life to address the
summer graduating class in 1966.

"I am pleased to present a man who has brought credit to
his family, his home community of Glasgow, the state of Kentucky, and to his country: the president of NBC - Mr. Julian
B. Goodman." Thus President Downing gave the nation's
state colleges and universities their honoree for 1973.

"His values must have been influenced by a loving father
who, when asked a few years ago, 'Uncle Charlie, why keep
coming to church when your hearing is so poor you can't

Harkening back to his commencement addi"ess of 1966, a
capsule view of the emerging genius takes forln :
"I have spent most of my life in broadcas,l news," he recalls. "I have participated in some small way J n the coverage
of some great news stories of the administrations of Presidents
Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson (and now,
Nixon). I have come from the days when there was one 15minute news program each day on televisiof, and an occasional bulletin - begrudgingly .given - to t he television of
today, when news and public information programming occupy
more than one-fourth of our schedule." H e continues to
champion the causes of free inquiry and accuracy in reporting, as well as. to innovate with the electronic medium as a
vehicle of creativity.

There to introduce the president of the National Broadcasting Company (NBC) was the president of Western-his
cousin-Dero Goodman Downing. The affectionate regard
which President Downing has for Julian Goodman served to
multiply the gratitude which the University has for this distinguished alumnus. Also taking part by presenting the
plaque to Goodman was D r. Harold E. Hyde, president of
Plymouth State College (N .H . ), the 1973 president of AASCU.

The man was Julian B. Goodman, and he spoke to those
Westerners, and to the crowd of family and friends, of "A
T ime To Grow."
"We are regimented," he said, "by the number of minutes
in the hour, and hours in the day and days in the week. Once
they are passed," he said, "we cannot recall them."

"I am here," President Downing said, "representing the
students, faculty, and staff, Boa rd of Regents, alumni and
friends of Western Kentucky University in expressing our
genuine pride in the honor that is being bestowed upon a most
deserving Western alumnus."

But Julian Goodman did recall, on that evening, that it
had been Western's immortal Gordon Wilson who had taught
him the lesson of how valuable time can be. Goodman had
overslept for the final exam in English I. "He came very
close to failing me because of it," the young broadcasting executive said, "then relented and let me take the test, and I
don't think I have slept. through an alarm clock since. From
then on, time has been a part of my life."

Julian Goodman looks on as Dr. Harold Hyde, president of AASCU,
presents to President Downing a framed certificate and photograph
of the NBC chief executive naming him the recipient of the
second AASCU distinguished alumnus award. Goodman was
presented an engraved plaque at the annual meeting of the group
(see COVER showing President Downing and Julian Goodman
with the award).

Julian Goodman, of course, has won many citations and
awards on his way to becoming president and chief executive
officer of one of the world's very largest and most influential
broadcasting organizations. In seven years as head of NBC

Time of his youth returned to Julian Goodman again dur-
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Thousands of workers in 43 major world industries may
soon benefit from the inventive work of Western's Dr. William
Buckman, professor of physics.
The former resident of Union County, Ky., has developed
a dosimeter, a device the scientist describes as a bit of aluminum oxide (sapphire) capable of safeguarding workers from
over-exposure to ultra-violet (UV) radiation.
Nqting several other possible uses of the UV dosimeter in
such fields as the aircraft industry, vitamin D handlers and
~e medical professions, the father of three boys remarked,
A~ of today, there is no meter capable of measuring the
van ous levels of radiation and independent research indicates
t~at overexposure can lead to cancer, genetic defects, eye
disorders and skin irritations, such as sunburn."

These t iny bits of aluminum oxide were used in the three years of
research. One suggested use of the dosimeter is to coat the crystals
of sapphire onto ID badges of workers. Light ing in the area will
not affect the readin g of the dosimeter even though it gives off
ultra-violet radiation.

Wl(U Physicist Invents
Ultraviolet Dosimeter
By DAVID GRAY

Right:. Dr. Buckman (middle) and David Sutherland (right), a former
student and now an instructor of photography at Western, were
responsible for patenting the invention in 1970. Martin Payne (left),
a graduate student from Scottsville, is one of several students
currently following up Buckman's work, but with different elements
and probably different results. F;ir right: Besides spending time in
the laboratories, Dr. Buckman puts in time in the classroom. Here
he is explaining the focal properties of lenses.

1:'he farm boy turned physicist hinted at the significance
of ~1s .work when he said, "Governmental and private orga01zat1on and agencies such as the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), Occupational Health
and Safety Act inspectors, the American Medical Association
and other industrial safety personnel and management are
currently concerned with the ill-effects of overexposure."
Dr. Buckman noted that these agencies and organizations
have create~ exposure tolerance levels and have prepared
stacks of pnnted material explaining ways to protect workers
from UV exposure, but they still are looking for a dosimeter.
The dosi~eter would have to be " technically feasible, one
for which society has a need, and the methods of its use must
insure a stable and accurate reading."
Another c_oncern Dr. Buc~man - who is just 39 years
of_ age - pomted to deals w1tl;i. the some 23 companies in
this country and abroad that have expressed commercial interest in his patented results.

In reflecting back of the procedure of patenting, Dr.
Buckman, with an ironical tone and pointed grin, remarked,
"At the time I was working on my dosimeter, I had no idea
that there was so much concern until I patented my results
(in 1971) ." With an even larger grin, he remarked in his
heavy Union County accent, "I was sorta in the right place
at the right time."
Dr. Buckman was again in the right place at the rioht
time in the early '60s. There was a concern then over the
ill-effects of over-exposure to X-rays, an energy similar to
UV rays.
"I was working on my dissertation ( at the University of
North Carolina) in 1967 when this nationwide concern developed over exposure to X-rays, but my work only followed
the initial research that developed the X-ray dosimeter," noted
Dr. Buckman.
Although his work followed this initial research, the concern then led the scientist to work with - of all things aluminum oxide. It would be the same material and the same
principles which created the X-ray dosimeter of the middle
'60s and the ultra-violet rad iation dosimeter of Buckman's in
the first year of the '70s at Western.
In that laboratory at the Kelly Thompson Science Complex, packed with equipment with strange-soundjng names and
fashioned with cables and shades of silver and black, Dr.
Buckman began with a methodical explanation of his invention. "After exposing the aluminum oxide to the source of
UV radiation," Buckman said, the crystal is heated and
'~thermoluminescence is used to measure the quantity of radiation.
_"I~ ( t~e crystal) emits light proportional to the amount of
radiation it has absorbed, thus serving as a dosimeter. This
same principle applies to the X-ray dosimeter, too-heating
the crystal until light is emitted. This light is the fonn of
energy the radiation (both UV and X -rays) takes as it is released by the heat from the molecules of the crystal," he said.
. Breaking f:om his ~cientific explanation, which was coupled
with an occasional pomt made using several colorful graphs,
Buckman elaborated on how he happened to begin his research.
"I start~d rese~rch with ultra-violet radiation independent~
ly. I was JUSt cunous to see if the oxide could be utilized as
an ultra-violet dosimeter, since it had been used as an X-ray

dosimeter," Buckman said.
This curiosity for working with UV radiation and thermoluminsence grew from his college dissertation work and continued with ~is first teaching position, at the University of
North Carolina. He then moved to Kentucky Wesleyan
College at Owensboro, Ky., followed by work with McDonald
Aircraft.
In 1966, Buckman joined the faculty of his alma mater
(now a university) of undergraduate days, Western. The
1962 WKU graduate began his initial research in 1969.
. "I thought I had a technically feasible equipment," explamed Buckman as he told of applying for federal funds to
aid in the project a year later. Over the next three years
some $23,000 in funds would be granted for the project
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare ( HEW) .
The federal funds aided him in buying equipment and
other needed supplies, but Buckman noted that students
evolved wi_th the ,project were important in "working the everyday expenment.
Both graduate and undergraduates aided
in the project through its various stages.
If it could be compared with that of balancing a physics
equation of forces and counter forces, society has benefited
from Dr. Buckman's work and Buckman has been recognized
by that society.
For his dosimeter studies he has been honored by Western with the award for excellence in research. He also received one of the two faculty cash awards given at this year's
Alumni Banquet.
The name Buckman and dosimeter have been synonymous
in numerous publications, ranging from his hometown church
bul1etin to Time Magazine, The New York Times, news rel~as_es and research papers presented to numerous physics societies, conferences and scientific publications.
And finally, aspiring student physicists are today repeating
Buckman's original research, yet using different elements and
techniques. "They are working with different elements " he
said, "I am not sure what they will come up with."
'

by

is a senior mass communications major from
Louisville and is a student assistant in Western's O ff ice of
Public Affairs and Public Relations.

MR. GRAY

6-7 MIKE WARNER, TRANSFER FROM BREVARD JR. COLLEGE, STARTS A FAST BREAK DURING A SCRIMMAGE SESSI ON

Why Recruit the Junior Colleges?
By JIM RICHARDS
As Told To ED GIVEN
I'm sure we must have raised a lot of eyebrows last spring
and summer when we signed six junior college (JC) basketball
players for this year's Hilltopper team. Admittedly, that is an
unusually large number of JC players to bring into a basketball program in a single year, but we think in our particular
situation this year that there were sound, logical reasons for
that kind of move.
Because of the unusual number of injuries we suffered
last season, graduation losses and some personnel losses for a
variety of other reasons, we found ourselves headed into the
1973-7 4 season with only six returning players, including
Chuck Rawlings and Johnny Britt, our only two holdovers
from last year's freshman class. (The other returnees are Ray
Bowerman, Kent Allison, Mike Larson and Ed Gampfer.)
We needed immediate help, which you don't normally get
from the incoming freshman. The overall plan is to blend
some JC players with returning players for immediate help,
and hope the freshmen will develop into the players of the
future.
It is not an unprecedented philosophy. The most successful program in the past 10 years - and probably in all the
history of basketball - has been UCLA's. About 50 per cent
of Coach John Wooden's players there have come from the

junior college ranks. Sidney Wicks is just one example.
When they have needed help at any particular position, they
have invariably gone to the JC system to get it.
There are both advantages and disadvantages to bringing junior college players into your program.
The biggest advantage, of course, is experience. The JC
players have already undergone the pressures of playing beyond the high school level. They also should have learned a
specific team role. For example, a point guard would already
have learned to play that position, while a player right out
of high school would probably have to learn it from scratch.
You can expect a JC player to come right in and play.
Of course, the number we brought in this year precludes their
all becoming starters, but we do expect each of them to be of
great value.
One of the disadvantages is, if you get a great player, you
have him for only two years. Another is that he may not

MR.

is an assistant professor of physical education
and head coach of Western's Hilltopper basketball team. MR.
GIVEN is assistant director of public relations at Western and
a contributing editor to Western Alumnus.
RICHARDS

the play-making type of point guard we need. R awlings and
Britt are both fine guards, but they are not point guards, both
having played forward in high school. Ramey and Wade are
both "quarterbacks," fine passers and good ball-handlers.
Odemns and Warner certainly give us some strong forwards. F uller gives us added depth at center, although he is
not the intimidating type of defender we would like to have.
Thornton has the potential to be that kind of center. But
r ight now, we plan to hold him out of competition this season
and give him another year to gain the physical strength, maturity and know-how that could help make him a top-flight
pivotman.
We also got some fine freshmen in 6-6 D ennis Benningfield from Campbellsville, 6-5 Gary Elliott from Winslow, I nd.,
6-8 Mike Gilbert from Henderson, and 6-4 Bill Scillian from
Lyon County.
Because of the unusually high number of new players on
our squad this year, we will probably have to alter our preseason practice routine to some extent. We will spend less
time working on fundamentals than in most years because
of having so many junior college people. We will try to spend
more time on team play, with special emphasis on defense,
just as soon as possible.
We will also be making an evaluation of the individual
talents of each of our players, then try to come up with an
offensive system that can and will be used to their best advantage. At this point, I would have to say that our No. 1
need will be to establish team play and cohesion.
We'll also be looking for the development of leadership
on the squad. We don't really know yet what these new players have inside them, who the leaders are, who the hard-nosed
youngsters are, or who the clutch players are. The leaders
in this, group of newcomers will have to become accepted by
our holdover players.
We think we have the material for a team that will show
solid improvement over last year's. But the difficulty of our
schedule, particularly in December, is not going to give us a
lot of time to begin to "put it all together."
One thing is almost certain: it should be one of our most
interesting seasons in years!

know your particular system of play. Even though you recruit
the type of player you need, he may have some difficulty integrating into your team system.
The classroom situation for a junior college player can be
either an advantage or a disadvantage. Many ti.mes, a player
may have gone to junior college originally because of some
scholastic deficiency. On the other hand, a JC player should
have his basic, required courses behind him. T hus he should
be ready for courses in his major field and should be more
interested in his work. He can often fare better in the classroom than the incoming freshman.
When we started our recruiting last year, we had three
specific needs:
We had to have a point guard, a strong forward and a big
defender-rebounder at center. We think we found every one
but the center.
A rundown on the six junior college players we signed
would look something like this:
DAVE RAMEY, a 5-10 guard, originally from Mitchell,
Ind. H e averaged 10 points and six assists last season for
Casper (Wyo.) Junior College. He was named his team's
most valuable player after a 23-5 season;
CALVIN WADE, another 5-10 guard. He is originally
from Columbus, Ohio, and averaged 26 points for Florida
Junior College in J acksonville;
MIKE ODEMNS, a 6-5, 235-pound forwaro from Washington, D.C. He averaged 28 points and 17 rebounds for
D.C. Tech;
MIKE WARNER, a 6-7, 220-pound forward. He's from
Tallahassee and averaged 11.4 points and 10 .5 rebounds
for Brevard Junior College;
MIKE FULLER, a 6-8, 203-pound forward and center.
He had averages of 16 points and 12 rebounds from Kansas
City Community College;
CHESTER THORNTON, a 7-footer from Memphis, who
averaged over 16 points and nearly 16 rebounds for Phillips
Community College in Arkansas.
I feel that our assistant coaches, R alph Baker and Art
Tolis, did a really sound job of recruiting.
We believe Ramey and Wade are both capable of being
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Left: Three of the Hilltoppers' Junior College transfers
chat before heading for a practice session in Diddle
Arena. From left are guard Mike Ramey, center
Mike Ful ler and forwa rd Mike Odemns. Above: Ex-Junior
College ace Calvin Wade (right) plays defense against
freshman guard Bi ll Scillian in a practice game. Wade
averaged 26 points per game last season for Florida
Junior College in Jacksonville.
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ABOVE: The Industrial Education and Technology Club's float ,
winner of the Regent's Award as the best all-around float in the
Homecoming parade, sits on display in the parking lot at Smit h
Stadium before the game. RIGHT: Homecoming queen Cherie
Hoxworth and escort John Hreben find t heir umbrella more
protection from the rain than the sabers of the ROTC's
Scabbard and Blade unit.

Pagentry,
Nostalgia
& Victory
The wind blew, t he rain fell and the crowd got wet, but
nothing dampened the Spirit of R ed T owel Day as Homecoming 1973 reached its peak.
Just abou t 40 minutes before game time, the rain really
came, but too late to spoil a perfect parade which had just
ended at the D iddle Arena parking .lot. As the crowds scattered, hopes for a sunny pre-game ceremony were beclouded,
but nobody gave up. T he fair weather gave way just about
the time the Big R ed Marching Band was to take to the field.
Miss Cherie Hoxworth, a Beaver Dam senior, was crowned
by WKU Alumni Association President Bob Proctor as the
'73 Homecoming queen, and as · she and her court left the
field, the d rizzle finally stopped, and the umbrellas in the L. T .
Smith Stadium began to disappear, too.

By SHEILA CONWAY
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Western not only won a victory over Mother Nature, but
also went on to defeat the Morehead Eagles ( an endangered
species), 34-7 to make Homecoming complete.
A nother undefeated team shared the stadium with the Hilltoppers that day (it wasn't Morehead) . Members of Westem's '63 team, which won the Ohio Valley Conference championship, were special guests of the Homecoming celebration.
The '63 Hilltoppers were 7-0 against OVC teams and finished
10-0- l overall after concluding their season with a 27-0 win
over the Coast Guard Academy in the Tangerine Bowl Classic
at Orlando, Fla.
Officially designated as " Red Towel Day," Saturday, Oct.
27 meant many things to many Hilltoppers, and there was
something for everybody.
Bright and early, judges were out making rounds on
campus judging entries in the dormitory and house decorations contest, floats in the parade, and the high school bands,
who marched in the Toppers' parade from downtown to the
campus.
Winners, announced at the pre-game show were:
- In the fraternity and sorority house decorations judging, it was: Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity winning the Red
Towel Award; Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity winning the President's Award; and Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity winning the
Regents Award for best all-around.
- In the judging for decorations at campus dormitories,
it was: West Hall for Women winning the Red Towel Award;
South Hall for Women winning the President's Award; and
McLean Hall for Women winning the R egents Award for
best all-around.
- In the judging for best floats in the Homecoming Parade
it was: Alpha Omicron Pi and Chi Omega Sororities winning
the Alumni Award; Alpha Xi Delta sorority and Veterans on
Campus winning the Red Towel Award; Alpha Kappa Psi
Fraternity winning the President's Award; and Industrial Education and Technology Club winning the Regents Award for
best all-around.
- In the large bands division, winners in each category
were : Allen County Marching Band, first; Butler County
Marching Band, second; and Green County Marching Band,
third.
Miss CONWAY is a staff assistant in Western's Office of Public
Affairs and Public Relations. She is also a contributing editor
to Western Alumnus.

- In the small bands division, winners in each category
were : Russellville High School Marching Band, first; Borden,
Ind., Marching Band, second; and Adair County Marching
Band, third.
And there was more - much more. All week long before
Saturday, the WKU calendar brimmed with activities - the
pep rally and bonfire on Thursday - Friday's alumni dinnerdance featu ring "Gemini 15" - coffee hours - open houses
- and the final post-game reception at E . A. Diddle Arena.
It happens every year but never seems the same. At least
one alum, who was spotted leaving the reception with a red
towel flapping from his hip pocket, would agree. As he
crossed the parking lot to his car, he landed a good-sized
slap on the back of his companion and shouted, "See you next
year!"

ABOVE: President Downing and former Westerners Col. Dewey
Smith (left) and Col. Ken Fleenor, both returned Vietnam POW's,
brave th e drizzle to take part in the pre-game flag-raising ceremony.
BELOW LEFT: A "Movie Memories" theme brings King Kong to
campus t o become a part of South Hall's decoration. BELOW:
Cinderella"s carriage adorns t he lawn of the Alpha Gamma Rho
f raternit y house making an excellent backdrop f or a homecoming
pict ure.
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Besides the Homecoming Dance, the Shadow Hop,
the Junior Prom, and many other fine dances at Western, the R ed and Grey (sic) furnished the music for a
great number of important dances throughout the
South. Among these were the Thanksgiving dances
at the University of the South, in Sewanee, Tenn.; the
Pan-Hellenic Council formal at Centre College, Danville, Ky.; a series of fraternity and sorority dances at
Cumberland University, Lebanon, T enn.; and at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.; serveral dances at
the Columbia Military Academy, Columbia, T enn., and
at Castle Heights Military Academy, Lebanon, Tenn.;
the Christmas and New Year's Eve dances at the Richmond Club, Louisville, Ky., and many other dances in
the towns near Bowling Green.

Cuban in the audience requested a song from his homeland.
Only Hal Phillips, L ivingston's roommate and a trumpeter with
the band, knew the tune. He whistled it to the delight of the
Cuban who promptly tipped the Orchestra $100. Before the
night was over the R ed and Gray had added a new Latin song
to their repertoire and had played it repeatedly.

In fact, it was the great popularity of the orchestra that
led to its temporary demise in 1940. The group so impressed
officials at the University of Kentucky that scholarships were
offered to the entire band, and all but one of the group left
for UK the next fall- and the Blue and White Orchestra was
born.

The Red and Gray Orchestra is no more. But Walker,
Livingston and the thousands who played, listened, danced and
enjoyed with the band will remember. T hrough the years of
its existence, the group drew to its ranks Western students who
studied in different areas; but, who shared a love of music and
entertaining. Their efforts were largely extracurricular, made
great demands of them and brought out the best in many of
them. Today, the al umni of the Red and Gray include some
of the outstanding graduates of Western. M any are in the
music field. But, there are a number of others who have been
extremely successful in a variety of careers.

After Livingston graduated in 1951, misfortune h it the
group when a fire claimed their music stands, forcing the second temporary demise of the group.
Bennie Beach, a member of the music faculty , got the
group back on its feet in 1953 and stayed with the orchestra
as sponsor and director until the times caught up with it in
1959.

The Red and Gray was reincarnated in the fall of J947,
largely through the efforts of trnmpeter Charlie Blair. David
Livingston, now a member of the university's J:ll.Usic faculty,
then took over the reins and led the orchestra through the end
of its second phase in 195 1.
Members of th e 1950-51 Red and Gray Orchestra pose for the "Talisman" camera. They are: (front 1-r) David Livingston Gene Hoggard Richard
Borc~ardt, _Gene Lawton, Carl Gibson, Dee Dowding, Ed Minor and Bill Monahan; (back) Owen McPeek Jack valz H~I Phillips sta'n Grady
Charlie Blair and Gene Vaughn.
'
'
'
'

Livingston remembers many of these men of the Red and
Gray; and, he had created a successor to the band at Western
- "Gemini 15." The female-dom inated orchestra carries
on, playing the music of the big bands, the "swing" and "bop"
that characterized the Red and Gray.

Under Livingston, the band spread the music of Stan Kenton, Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Ray Anthony and other
stars of the era across Kentucky in gyms and armories from
Paducah to Pineville. The World War II veteran from H arlan
bought and owned the orchestra's music library and stands, did
the booking and the musical arrangements (Dr. Livingston
still does arranging for Western's Big Red Marching Band)
and led the group on stage.

MR. JusT is a staff assistant in Western's Office of Public A ffairs and Public R elations and is a contributing editor to the
Western A lumnus.

One nigh t, Livingston recalled, at a dance in Somerset, a

The
Red and Gray
Orchestra

Through the decades of the 30s, 40s and 50s, the big band
"swing" and "bop" music rhythms reached the dance floors of
much of Kentucky via the talents of Western's Red and Gray
Orchestra.
The band enjoyed three periods of success (193 3-40, 194751 and 1953-59) before the drastic changes in the music of the
50s forced it to fold in . 1959. Robert Walker a former Cen~ral City High School band director and a member of the group
m 1939 and 1940, recalled hearing that the band's origin in
1933 res~lted from the efforts of R. D. "Doc" Perry, a math
and mus1~ teacher. The story goes that Perry recruited a
number of youngsters to be members of Western's band, and
that several of these formed the dance orchestra to learn and
play the popular tunes of the day. The organization took
the name Red and Gray from the school's colors of that era
which the College's marching band wore also.
'

RIGHT: The orchestra entertains dancers at th e 1948 homecoming
dance. BELOW: The original Red and Gray Orchestra in 1933-34
included (first row, 1-r) Roy Twombly, Ben Logan Sisk, Jess Denhardt
and Weldon Hart; (second row) Owen Seitz, T. C. Cherry, Charles
Magurean and John Endicott; (third row) W. C. Haydon, Cecil
Chamberlain and Jack Lundberg.

Walker, the arranger during his years with the baud, remembers the difficulty of la boring over pop recordings of stars
such as Count Basie, Bennie Goodman and G lenn Miller to
copy hit arrangements.

By PAUL JUST

. As the years passed and the group perfected its style, demands grew and travel increased. The 1936 Talisman reported the band's work for the year as follows :
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IVAN WILSON
CEN TER FOR

FINE ARTS

[eJO
DEDICATION CEREMONY

SPEAKERS INCLUDED GORDON HOOD (LEFT}, REGENT DR. W. R. McCORMACK (CENTER) AN D STUDENT REGENT STEVE YATER

I

I

Saturday, October 13

.+

ABOVE: Members of th e Ivan Wilson fam ily stand to be recognized. LEFT: The
Western Choir and Choral Union conclude the program with Jean Berger's "Lift Up
Your Heads," a work commissioned for th e dedication of the Ivan Wilson Center.
BELOW LEFT: Dr. Robert Mounce, acting dean of the Potter College of Arts and
Humanities, unveils the color portrait of Mr. Wilson that will be mounted in the Center.

Overcast skies, a gusty wind and the threat of rain failed to dampen
the spirits of several hundred students, faculty, staff and friends of the
University who turned out Saturday morning, Oct. 13, at 10 a.m. to pay
tribute to Ivan Wilson and Russell Miller. The occasion wa~ the formal
dedication of the b uilding named in honor of Mr. W ilson, the 'Ivan Wilson
Center for F ine A rts, and the enclosed theatre facility bearing D r. Miller's
name. The place was the Center's O utdoor Theatre on the site better
known to Western veterans as Western Stadium. As Western banners
danced in the breeze, Gordon Hood, chairman of the Kent ucky Council
on Public H igher Education, delivered the dedicatory address, commending the University for blending "the old and the new into an
attractive and functional fine arts facility of which the entire Commonwealth can be proud." F urther tributes were paid by Associated Student
G overnment President Steve Yater, faculty member John Warren Oakes,
Alumni Association President Bob Proctor, Board of Regents Chairman
W.R. McCormack and Western President Dero G. Downing. A reception
and open house concluded the morning's dedicatory activities, although
the celebration has continued through the year-long "Fine Arts Festival."
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SIGNIFICANT

THE IVAN WllSON CENTER
By Gordon H. Hood, Chairman of the
State Council on Public Higher Education
Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts
Dedication, Saturday, Oct. 13, 1973

I am grateful for being asked to share
th i s important eve nt with you and to honor
t wo great Western men, Ivan W ilson and
Russel l H. Miller.

STATEMENTS

Westerners gathered in
the new setting of the
Ivan Wilson Center for
Fine Arts where Gordon
Hood delivered the
dedicatory address.
and President Downing
responded on behalf of
Western .. . at the
opening convocation, Dr.
Downing set a high tone
for the new year ...

In my work on t he Council of Public
Higher Educatio n, I have com e to know
and respect your great. p resid ent, Dero
Downing, and members of his administrative staff. At all times they have strong ly
asserted Western's posi tion and req ui rem ents in t he matters of higher educat ion in
Kentucky, but they have also been m indful
of the overall h igher ed ucation needs and
priorit ies as they effect the rem ainder of
t he Commonwea lth. The council and all
involved in statewide p lanning and coord inatio n are grateful for W estern 's help,
cou nsel and involvem ent.
Based upon m y visits to Western, my involvem ent wi th you r administration, and
to a l im ited extent, w ith your faculty and
Board of Regents, I have a d ist inct feeling
and belief that there is a vita l co ncern fo r
th e educational development and we llbeing of th e stud ent ; that an effort has
been and is being mad e to make each student feel that he or she i s an integra l part
of you r University.
A sim ple example of the pr id e surround ing Western is in evidence to anyone w ho
has wal ked your ca m p us. These th ings j ust
don't happen, bu t req uire carefu l planning
and attentio n to detail. A strong alumni
body do esn' t j ust resul t fro m having matri cu lated o r graduated, bu t only results from
a ded icated effort for educatio nal serv ice
and invol vement during undergrad uate
d ays.
My observa tion is t hat W estern i s not excelled anywhere in th e Commonwealth in
the realizati o ns of the im portance of peo pl e - people w ho are dedicated to excellence in all aspects of the p roper development of you r University and i ts students.
You have b lended the o ld and the new
into an attractive and fu nctional fine arts
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facil ity of wh ich the entire Commo nwealth
can be proud . M any of you know bette r
tha n I that we are now standing on the site
o f you r form er footba ll fie ld. N o victo ry
ever achieved there wi ll be as important
as the contribut ions that t he Ivan Wi lson
Center for Fine A rts w ill make in t he fut ure
to t he complete d evelopment of W estern
st udents. It is a breathtaking facility; t here
remains th e nostalgia and beauty of the
Colonnade combi ned w ith t he freshness
and excitem ent of the new arts cente r.
Again, however, I m ust refer to the importance of people at Western, and in part icular, to Iva n Wi lson for w hom th i s Cente r fo r Fine Arts is named and d edicated,
and to Russell H. M iller for whom the
theatre w ithin the ce nter is named and
ded icated. The test of a great teacher, o r
for t hat matter any great human being, is
t he beneficial impact had upon t hose assoc iated with him. All who have known
Ivan W ilson appreciate h is contribution to
their cultu ral developm ent and to t h is
University.
All agree and acc laim the naming of th is
great arts center " The Ivan Wilson Center
For Fine A rts."
M ay those t hat use th i s
center in the fut ure real ize a r ich endowment o f a fuller life th ro ugh the contributi ons of Ivan Wil so n in m aking it possibl e.
Russell H. Mi ller contr ibuted to the
t heat re arts at W estern as Ivan W ilson d i d
i n the fi ne arts. D r. M iller was co nsid ered
a tough taskm aster in class, but one w ho
was acknowledged to be a m aster teacher.
Dr. M iller d ied i n 1968 b ut the impact of
his teach ing and presence in t he communi ty is reaffirmed in t he appropriate
naming and ded icat ion of the Russell H.
Miller Theatre today.
Again, to repeat, although w e are today
dedicat ing the Ivan Wi lso n Center fo r Fine
Arts and the Russell H. Miller Theatre,
wh ich ca n and should be recognized by
all o f us fo r their funct io nal and aest het ic
architectural excellence, we are, nevertheless, acknowledging, perhaps i n an inadeq uate way, the co nt ribut ions o f two great
W estern people, Ivan W ilson and Russell
Miller. Peopl,e o f q uality are what great
institutions are m ade of, and you are
fo rtunate to be b lessed with peo ple of such
dedication and abil ity here at Western.

ADEDICATION RESPONSE
By President Dero G. Downing
At the Dedication of
The Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts
Saturday, Oct. 13, 1973
Welcome to the forma l ded icat ion of
the Ivan W ilson Center fo r Fine A rts. The
Lord's Prayer sung so beautifu lly by the
Western Cho ir, u nder t he d irecti on of Mr.
O hm Paul i, is a fitti ng invocati o n as we assem b le to exp ress appreciation, to pay
deserved t rib utes and to ded icate th i s
magn ificient fac ility to the con tinued develop ment, improvement and progress of
Western Kentucky Un ive rsity.
The creation of t hi s bui ld ing i s th e result
of the co m b ined and carefully coord inated
efforts of many people, all of whom I
co uld not possibly ident ify. On behalf of
t he Board of Regents, t he facu lty and staff,
t he student body, t he alu m ni and indeed
all w ho are interested in Western's welfare,
I w ant to express sincere gratitude to each
ind ividual, agency and organ izat ion that
aided in any way in b ringing t his great
faci lity into reali ty.
The Kentucky Soc iety of the A m erican
Inst itute of A rch itects will p resent on N ov.
2, 1973, an award for ach ievement of excellence in t he architectural desi gn of the
Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts.
M r. and M rs. Ivan W ilson now live in ret irement in t hei r native comm unity o f
H azel, Ky. A ll of us looked fo rw ard to this
day w ith t he ho pe t hat we might be favored
by t heir p resence for t his ded icat io n ceremo ny. It has been w ith m uch regret that
t hey have fou nd i t necessary to remain at
their home. I w ant to share w i th you po rtion s of a letter received yesterd ay:
Dear Friends:
There are three fi ne ladi es w ho had
mo re to do with the o rganization of
the D epartm ent of A rt than d i d I. I
have reference to Miss Mi nnie M artin,
M i ss Mary Ruth Lemons and Miss Ruth
H ines Temple.
Mrs. W ilson and I deeply regret not
bein g able to be with you good peop le w ho mean so m uch to us. After
84 years for me and 82 for Mrs. W ilson, however, t here i s not enough of
us left to make t he trip.
I'd like to be able to tell yo u how
m uch w e l ove you, b ut, if I we re
there, I pro bably would not say a
word, hav ing been b ro ught up o n the
i dea th at ' little folks should be seen,
bu t not heard.'

" Li ttle folks?" In stature, p erh aps - but
b ig i n heart, m ind and soul. And bigger
stil l in those quali ties for wh ich t hey are
so greatly adm ired and loved.
It is a special pl easure to have members
of t he fam il y here tod ay to rep resent Ivan
and Emma W ilson.
Th e lJniversity is placing in an appropriate location in the Ivan W ilson Center
for Fine Arts a portrait of Mr. W ilson. In
add it i on, a member of our faculty in the
D epartment of Art, Mr. Charles For rester,
has sculptured a b ust of Mr. W i lson wh ich
we are proud to present on th is occasion.

AWARENESS &WILLINGNESS
By President Dero G. Downing
An Add ress at the Opening
Faculty Convocation
Friday, Aug. 24, 1973
I n each of the previ ous fou r t imes I
have' appeared before you at the beginn ing
of a school year as you r president, I have
expressed concern regard ing the cr itical
ti mes facing colleges and unive rsities across
the co untry. As you well know, the p roblem s have not d im i nish~d . Some have
ben resolved b ut others have risen to take
thei r place, as we face con tin ued challenges in our effort s to provide improved
educati o nal opportun it ies to inc reased
numbers o f young men and women.
I n the p lanni ng and p reparation necessary for t he successful fulfillment of our
dut ies and respon sib ili ties, let me urge the
applicat ion of two words - awa reness and
willingness.
- Awareness o f the purposes, goals, and
obj ectives of the tota l Universi ty and w illingness to sacri fice indivi dual, departmental or co llege i nterests in an att it ude of
unity, m utual trust and und erstand ing
which has proved one of Western 's great
strengths th roug h t he years .
- Aware ness of the fact that of all t he
resou rces upon wh ich a student m ust rel y
if he o r she i s to achieve to the maximum,
t he m ost essential and by far the most influential are t he human resources avai lable
w ith in t he University and f urthermo re
- awareness that effective serv ice to our
profession i s a demand ing and d ifficult
task. It i s a fu ll-tim e j ob req uiring pat ience, emot io nal stab ility, cons isten cy and
hard wor k - and w i ll ingness to go beyond
the t wo covers of the book and four wa lls
of the classroom to the greater m i ssion of
st im ulating students to achieve levels of
academic excellence and personal accomp lishm ents they never d reamed possib le.
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- Awareness of the im portance of con tinued good w o rk ing re lationships between
the University and the comm unity of w h ich
we are a par t. Will ingness not o nly to
contr ibute to the preservati on of that relatio nship, but to strengthen i t t hrough
service in civ ic, church and other worthwh ile community end eavors.
- Awareness of the responsib ility for,
and importance of, value education. The
maj or responsibi ltiy of each person employed at Western can be defined and
ident i fi ed in some specifi c area relating to
instruction and resea rch, admin istration or
school services. If the Univers ity is to
excel, no indiv idual can restrict hi s influence to the teach ing of a class, mak ing or
interpreting school policy or p rovi d ing a
service.
These are basic, and continued p rogress
is dependent upon effect ive performance;
however, each person must st rive equally
hard to relate these funct ions t o th e im portance of good ci tizenship and the value
of et hical character. Western so l ici ts the
help of every facu lty member and all other
employees in th e placing of strong em phasis o n reasonable conduct and acceptable ci tize nship. The student body will
respond in an ad m irable way if every
member of t he facul ty and staff w ill accept
th i s responsibil ity.
I am suggesting, therefo re, that we demo nstrate t he w illingness to accept t he responsibilties inherent in meaningful teacher- student re lationships.
The key and
centra l factor in education is the teacher.
It is i mportant how the teache r teaches but also important is how he lives and
exemplifi es the values inherent in what he
teaches.
A nationally prominent educator who
has served 0 11 seve ra l important commissi ons and com m ittees, The Rev. Theodore
M . Hesburgh, wrote:

While value education is difficult,
it is practically impossible unless the
word is buttressed by the 1deed.
All those engaged in education today must look to themselves first, to
their moral commitments, to their
lives and to their own values w hich,
for better or worse, will be reflected
in the lives and attitudes of those they
seek to educate.
The com ing months hold many uncerta inties, and we recogn ize that ours i s by
no means the perfect p rocess. I am con fident, however, t hat by work ing together
and tru ly dedicat ing ourselves to t he task,
we can successful ly meet the challenge,
and experience another outstand ing y ear in
t he life of Western.

" He had the ability to move mountains," exclaims Nalbach, who also describes a humorous side of
Dr. Cherry not known to many. A lover of animals, D r. Cherry owned a small dog, whose bark was
worse than its bite. "That dog frightened many coeds and staff members," he explained, "and Dr.
Cherry loved to imitate the dog's bark and scare people half to death."

A Renewal of the Spirit

Continuing his reminiscing, Nalbach added that Dr. Cherry would "tell" - not ask - his faculty
members to do things. Back in 1936 the faculty numbered 106 - 58 men and 48 women. At that
time Western registered 186 students from Warren County, 92 from Jefferson County, 57 from Barren County, 31 from Muhlenberg County and 65 others from out-of-state.
R ecalling the days when all faculty, staff and students attended daily chapel in Van Meter Auditorium, smoking was prohibited on campus, fraternities and sororities were nonexistent and the Goal
Post was the "in" place, Mrs. Overby said, "it has really changed!"
·
HENRY HARDIN CHERRY

By DEBBIE DICKEY

Mrs. Overby and her sister-in-law, Mrs. Thompson, often chaperoned the Western cheerleaders on
trips to tournaments and to games played away from campus. The romances of Anna Jo and Betty Jo
Cook the Corbin twin cheerleaders who married present Western staff members Jim Pickens· and D ee
Gibson brought a smile to Mrs. Overby's face, · and the thought of Coach Diddle made her laugh.
"H e didn't allow the basketbaJJ players to socialize with the cheerleaders and fans after the games,
but on one particular occasion, we were too tired to even leave the hotel for something to eat. I
asked one of the players to bring some hamburgers to the room, and when we thought we heard Mr.
Diddle, I threw the boy in the closet," said " Mrs. O ." - as she is affectionately called by her workers
in the Alumni Center.
Anybody even remotely associated with athletics will remember " Mrs. T "-who claims that she has
stayed at Western because o,f her love for the school, its people and its great athletics. As she sat at
her typewriter finishing a letter for her current boss, Athletic D irector John Oldham, she reflected upon her years at Western.

PAUL L. GARRETT
Mrs. Overby and Mr. Nalbach recall
the Western of yesteryear as the
University's founder, Henry Hardin
Cherry, looks on.

Mrs. Thompson called Paul Garrett a "down-to- earth" person who liked to call people by their first
names, take h is time about work and keep up the Western spirit during World War IL
"You knew everybody and everybody knew you back when .. . tuition wasn't a reality, students
paid a $5 registration fee to attend school and cars didn't cause a parking problem because there
were very few." Mrs. Thompson remembers Dero Do\vning riding a bike to work during his early
years on the faculty.

There is a popular tune performed by Carole King in
which she sings of the tapestry of her life in rich and royal hues
- but it takes a longer time to weave together the viewpoint
of life enjoyed by three members of the Western fam ily whose
tenures span the administrations of all four of the University's
presidents.
Mrs. Grace Overby of the Office of Alumni Affairs and
Placement Services, Mrs. Lillian Thompson of the Office of
the Director of Athletics, and Walter Nalbach each has been
a part of Western since the '30s. They were asked to recount
for Western Alumnus some of their experiences with Western's
founder, Dr. Henry Hardin Cherry, and his successors - Dr.
Paul L. Garrett, Dr. Kelly Thompson and Dr. Dero G . Downing.

A visit with Mrs. Grace Overby, Mrs.
Lillian Thompson and Walter Nalbach,
Westerners who have served the Institution
, under each of its four Presidents.

Today bikes are once more very m uch a part of the campus and the number of cars causes more
of a problem than ever before.
N albach, fo rmerly department head of industrial education, is currently teaching full-time and loving his role more and more each day. H e referred to D r. Thompson and President Downing as
dynamic persons and effective administrators - each in his own r ight - who have continued to
carry the torch Dr. Cherry ignited so many years ago.
KELLY THOMPSON

Mrs. Overby entertained with coffee at the Alumni Center one recent afternoon as she and Professor Nalbach ta lked of the strong men who have presided on the Hill. Beside them on a table
rested a small portrait of Di. Cherry.
There was no tapestry visible, but as they talked, a handwoven picture came to m ind. Together
they wove beautiful and intricate memories of moments of Western's past, never to be forgotten.
Indeed, it seems that the varied patterns of the lives of Walter Nalbach, Lillian Thompson and Grace
Overby create a design of rich and royal hues, embroidered with the enthusiam, dignity and delight
which they have displayed day-by-day at College Heights.

Mrs. Overby, a contributing editor of Western Alumnus,
now recalls with a smile Dr. Cherry's booming voice - one,
however, which could bring tears or fright in an earlier day.
Mrss DICKEY is an instructor of mass communications at Westem and a contributing editor to Western Alumnus.
DERO G. DOWNING
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Nalbach recalls with particular pleasure the occasions when he and President Downing could get
away _in ]ate afternoon to fish an_d . philosophize. Those were somewhat less hectic days)when Downing
was director and coach at the Trammg School.
·

T he Western Spirit is renewed by their continued dedication, and parts of the recollections they
have serve to recreate the scenes on a Western tapestry, done in the lives of a succession of great
educators a nd administrators who have had so great a role in making masters on the Hill.
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Appalachia . •• a stronghold of,early American folk culture
I

Photo Feature By DAVID SUTHERLAND

America is still the little-known land . .. Away from the flat
wash of neo,n and the sterile concrete furrows are many
wayward neighborhoods where people do not merely listen
'
and buy whq't they are told to buy. This the old, dying but
still green Zar.id, where talk is salty and character is cherished
- the patchwork folk world of tales, songs and rich per1
sonal commLfnication.
I

-

Alan Lomax

MR. SUTHERLAND is currently a staff member of Western's Office of University Publications. His pictorial thesis for the M.A.
degree in folk studies took him into the back country of several
Kentucky counties considered to be the westernmost reaches of the
Appalachian Uplands. This area, east of Bowling G reen, includes
the counties of Adair, Casey, Clinton, Cumberland, Metcalfe, '
.Monroe, Russell and Wayne and provided Sutherland with a
wealth of resources. On these pages are a sampling of the photographs he took for his thesis. The complete collection has been
given serious consideration for publication by the University Press
of Kentucky at Lexington.
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In other words, even though a country may have reached
a high level of economic development, economic problems do
not disappear. Simply stated, mature economies have different
kinds of problems as compared with those of less-developed
countries - never an absence of problems. The four lectures
dealt with inflation, unemployment, the balance of trade and
the role of regional universities in regional development.

Although the schedule was tight, the advance planning and
arrangements made by American personnel at the embassies
and information offices resulted in varied and interesting programs. Most of the formal lectures were given at universities, but I also spoke to two economics associations-and had
the honor of giving the address at a farewell luncheon for the
American Ambassador in El Salvador.
Contrary to what we sometimes read and hear, the Foreign
Service and USIA personnel were not only hard-working and
efficient, but they provided me every possible assistance to
make the tour as pleasant and personally-satisfying as possible.

~~~

By KENNETH CANN

t?:;;;_i:a,

~~-

Not long ago one of the television networks replayed ·
motion picture about American tourists in E urope entitled,
"If It's Tuesday, It Must Be Belgium." It was amusing to
listen to the comments of the hurried tourists who went through
so many countries on their whirlwind tour that they could not
tell what country they were in without consulting the calendar.
The problem of those harried tourists became understandable this summer when 1 travelled to Central America and
back to Bowling Green in 15 days. Although I was hot a
tourist and always knew what country I was in, I frequently
forgot what day it was!

Without exception, the people in all six countries extended
a cordial and friendly welcome. I may not have changed
anyone's opinion about the United States, and of course, that
was not the purpose of the trip, but everyone gave me a fair
( and almost everywhere enthusiastic) hearing.
In most cases, audience size exceeded expectations, and
question and answer periods, as well as press conferences, exceeded the expected lengths. The leaders and movers in
Central America, regardless of whether they are in higher
education, government, business, or the media, are genuinely
interested in United States economic developments. This is

Despite the fact that the Central American countries are
still largely agrarian and still rely on the export of primary
products like bananas, cotton and coffee for generating income,
there is much evidence of economic
progress in agriculture, industry
and tourism.
The saddest sight of all was
Managua. One has to walk through
the streets of that city to grasp the
total devastation caused by the recent earthquake. Yet, the people
of Nicaragua are optimistic and are
determined to build a new and
modern capital city. Optimism
seems to be the general attitude in
Central America.

While on tour, Dr. Cann (left} attended
a farewell luncheon for the American
ambassador to El Salvador, Henry E.
Catto, Jr. (center). Also pictured is
the president of the American
Chamber of Commerce in San
Salvador.

is a professor and head of the Department of Economics at Western. He has worked in Brazil and Chile as a
consultant to universities establishing academic programs in
economics, and is fluent in both Portuguese and Spanish.

DR. CANN
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What that means, of course, is that U . S. economic relations with Central America are so closely linked that our own
economic problems are more than domestic in scope. Our
problems, and our efforts to solve them, often spill-over on
the countries of Central America in magnified fonn, and our
problems become their problems as well.

( Kentucky, incidentally, is known in Central America. A
man in P anama inquired about the fortunes of the H illtopper
basketball team, and several of the capital cities have Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants complete with a smiling
Colonel Sanders!)

Four separate lectures were prepared under the general
title of "The Problems of a Mature Economy: The United
States in the 1970s." This theme was chosen in order to indicate that although the United States has a highly developed
economy, it still has economic problems.

Preparation for the trip began last May when a representative of the United States Information Agency (USIA) asked
if I might be interested in giving a series of lectures in Central
America on current U.S. economic problems. Since I have a
long-standing professional interest in Latin America, and had
worked in Brazil and Chile, I immediately accepted the offer.

At the moment, Central American interest in North
America is concentrated in three areas: ( 1) increasing exports
to the United States, (2) devaluation of the dollar, and (3)
U. S. inflation. In fact there is a popular saying which sums
up their concern: "When the United States sneezes, we catch
pneumonia."

My tour was an enriching experience. Even though it was
not possible to see any of the ordinary tourist attractions, the
opportunity to meet and talk with many interesing people was
rewarding.

Subsequently, the USIA decided that the tour would include· two-day stops in the capitals of Panama, Costa Rica,
Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador where local
USIA offices would make arrangements for lectures, meetings
and press conferences involving the media, businessmen,
Chambers of Commerce, government officials and university
administrators, faculty and students.

How can one forget what day it is? It's easy- particularly
if all you have to do is give nine formal lectures, four press and
television interviews, speak at six informal meetings ( all in
Spanish), and go to numerous luncheons and dinners in six
different countries within 13 days. And if that isn't enough,
. you could get up at 5: 30 a.m. in order to catch a 7: 30 a.m.
flight to the next country, after having been kept out late at
a formal dinner the night before.

especially true with respect to trade relations, inflation, monetary policy and U . S. policies toward Latin America, because
of the influence that changes in these areas have on the
Central American economies.
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Imagination

:rhe Reincar nation of a Clorox Bottle

A course offered at Western for almost a decade, while far
from new to the campus, recently demonstrated in a fresh way
how imagination can be given free rein for the benefit of students in Kentucky elementary schools.
The class is called industrial arts for elementary teachers
and the by-products were projects such as decoupaging and
other handicrafts with wood, leather, household materials
such as "throw-away" plastic containers, art metals and many
other media.
All of these were used to make artistic projects, items
which have various practical uses and - perhaps most importanty - articles which can be used as teaching aids in the
classroom. Dr. Donald Wendt, professor of industrial education and technology at Western, believes teachers can take
this learning back to their schools to show youngsters how to
use tools and materials, and also to produce items such as
clocks and shoe-tieing devices useful in their teachi11g.
RIGHT: Judith Branstetter and Elizabeth Aldridge, both
of Horse Cave, examine some of the art work during an
open house exhibit of the fi nished projects. BELOW:
A Clorox bottle which, with a little help from paper
mache, has found new life as a pig, gazes up at a wood en
purse decoupaged with scenes of various Kentucky
landmarks.
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TOP: An egg carton, looking for all the world
like six baby chicks, is one example of a
household scrap item that be t ransformed
into a piece of artwork. ABOVE: Dr. Edward
C. Hein, associate professor of industrial
education and technology at Western,
compares the various sizes of tools used in
t he classes of industrial art s for elementary
teachers. LEFT: Does anybody really know
what t ime it is? A variety of times is shown
on t he faces of an array of cl ocks to be used
as teaching aids in elementary classrooms.

Story and Layout By JUDY R. BRANHAM
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store information on a vast number of subjects, and allows
swift and thorough research on any topic which has appeared
in the Times during the past few years.
Perhaps the most enlightening trip was to the ANPA-RI,
where we put to use the aforementioned computer technology.
The institute is designed for week-long seminars in which newspapermen learn firsthand the applications of computers and
other software to newspapers. At the institute we edited
stories as they were displayed visually on cathode ray tubes
and punched the stories into a computer which set them in
type, ready for the pages. We learned to use scanners, which
read typewritten stories and convert them to paper tapes, ready
to be inserted into the computer.
The speed of these devices is incredible. With them, less
time must be spent in editing and typesetting, and more time
can be spent in writing and reporting well. In short, the new
systems can very well mean better newspapers for the readers.
Through intensive training for budding journalists, and by
exposing us to the "real world" for a summer, the Newspaper
Fund hopes to develop young people capable of meeting the
challenges of the future.

By VALERIE ELMORE

Internships

•
Ill

the Big Time

By STEVEN RUSSELL
They didn't call it a "crash course" for nothing.
The three weeks we 21 editing interns spent at Temple
University in Philadelphia as guests of the Newspaper Fund
were, to say the least, demanding. But during that time we
sharpened our prior skills, gained new ones and prepared ourselves generally for the "real world" of newspaper work.
Classes (under the direction of Dr. Edward J . Trayes of
Temple) ran from 8.30 a.m. until 4 :30 p.m. five days a week.
Sometimes we got to take a lunch break, but if we were particularly busy, one member of the group would go for sandwiches and coffee, and we'd eat as we worked. After classes
we were given homework assignments which usually took until
midnight to complete. Then we'd catch a few hours sleep
-and bit it again in the morning.
On one occasion we were given one weekend to familiarize
ourselves with a body of computer technology material. The
same material is given to professional newspapermen attending seminars, except they have an entire week to learn it.
We were in training to become copy editors on daily metropolitan newspapers for the summer. The copy editor's job
is to read and edit all stories before they' re set in type, in
order to check for accuracy and correct grammar and to weed
out potentially erroneous or libelous statements. The copy
reader also determines how stories and pictures will be arranged on the pages of the paper and he writes the headlines
to fit the layouts.

Headline writing is perhaps the copy editor's most difficult
task. A headline must tell the story as fully and accurately
as possible, but in very few words. The pressure of approaching deadlines adds to the fun, and also helps account for many
of the erroneous or misleading headlines one sees daily.
At Temple, we wrote headlines. Then for a change of
pace, we wrote headlines. And after finishing that, we wrote
some more headlines.
We also edited a lot of copy, with particular emphasis on
learning Associated Press style ( used almost universally among
newpapers) and the current laws of libel. In addition we
studied page layout and design and picture cropping and proportioning (making the picture fit where you want, and look
the way you want) .
It wasn't all work, of course. Three field trips were especially interesting : to Washington, to New York and to the
American Newspaper Publisher's Association Research Institute (ANPA-RI) in Easton, Pa.
The Washington trip included a tour of the Washington
Star-News, a visit to the Smithsonian Institution's Henry R.
Luce H all of News Reporting, and a chat with Courtney Sheldon, bureau chief and White House correspondent of the
Christian Science Monitor.
In New York, Dr. John Rothman of the New York T imes
explained and gave demonstrations of that newspaper's information retrieval system. The system uses computers to
28

Lincoln, Neb., is a small, big town. It is a city of government, insurance and education as well as the capital of the
Cornhusker State. Despite this and its approximately 150,000
people, it has that Midwestern, easy-going atmosphere. But
downtown on the corner of 9th and P Streets this soft atmosphere changes. The pace is fast, hurried, sometimes hectic;
it's The Lincoln Journal, where I spent my summer.
After three weeks of study with 19 other copy editing
interns at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, I started to
work as a copy editor on the Journal. The copy desk of a
newspaper, especially one publishing four editions daily, runs
in cycles-with the ebb and flow of news and deadlines.
But desk work is more than writing headlines. T here
are several positions to be played-it's a team. The slotman
and the city, regional, wire and market editors are included in
the lineup. During my 10 weeks at the Journal, I was given an
opportunity to work almost all of these positions.
My first day on the job was easy. The good-natured
attitude of the desk people quickly put me at ease. But much
to my chagrin, I was only editing "fillers"- short pieces of
copy used when the larger stories don't fill spaces at the end
of columns. However, in a couple of days, I was editing and
writing headlines for front-page stories.
My internship also included a stint as wire editor. It was
quite a struggle to get up at 3 a.m. and drive to work in the
early morning dampness. I even beat the sunrise. After
training for two days, I was ready to solo.
· Walking in, feeling somewhat elated at having one of the
few keys to the newsroom, I was greeted by a huge pile of wire
Two senior mass commun ications majors, STEVEN RUSSELL of
D unnvil le and VALERIE ELMORE of Lcitchfielcl, were chosen 1973
Newspape r Fund su mmer copy editing interns. Russell and M rs.
Elmore arc editor and ma naging editor respectively of Western's Co llege
Heights Herald.
Russell, who interned on the News a11d Ob,er ver in Ra leigh, N . C .,
tells his experiences in the three-week copy editing "crash course" at
Temple University in Philadelphia. Ms. Elmore, who took her three
weeks of study at the Un iversity of Nebraska, Lincoln, tells of her
experiences on the desk of The Lincoln Journal.
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copy left over from the ,night. I ripped off the copy still flowing from the machine and went to work. I was on my own.
I worked hard, skimming yards of copy, putting aside the copy
I would use for that day's paper, spiking filler material and
sorting through copy for the Sunday paper.
At ab,ou,t 7 a.m., the rest of the desk people began arriving. I assigned stories and headlines, laying out the pages
alloted for wire news that day.
In this job, as any other job on the copy desk, one learns
the meaning of quick llecisions, no room for second thoughts
and speed in reading copy and writing headlines. My flights
as wire editor seemed somewhat unsteady, fluttering, but I
made it.
T here is a fun-award on the Journal called the Tough
Situation award. I received it. I became the first intern at
that newspaper assigned to work the main position on the
desk- the slot. T he slotman's job is to direct the flow of copy
on the desk and make sure it's pasted up in the paper.
At the end of my hectic day in the slot, I was surprised
but proud that I made it through. During the summer, I also
worked as metro, regional and market copy editor, did picture
page layouts, wrote a story for the Sunday magazine, worked
on the Sunday magazine and supervised paste-up in the composing room.
Working on the copydesk, one learns to think quickly and
type fast. We all lived by the clock, racing deadlines. But
this intern soon learned that nerves, at first frazzled and
strained, adjust to the fast pace and that one's heart ceases to
pound with every second of the clock. The copy editor does
his work swiftly, soon learning that it is serious business, but
work that can be enjoyed. And I did.
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Publications advisor David Whitaker listens as 1974
Talisman editor Nancy Davis makes a point.

Whitaker Earns National Award
The director of Western's Office of University Publications, David B. Whitaker, has been named the
nation's distinguished publication business adviser for
J 973, for four-year colleges or universities.
Whitaker · accepted the award Nov. 2 at an awards
dinner in Chicago of the National Council for College
Publications Advisers (NCCPA) . He also moderated a
panel during the convention.
He was a member of the staff of the Louisville
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times news and sports
departments for 17 years and joined the Western faculty
in 1970. He is a consultant to Western Alumnus.
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Herald Wins Its 3rd
'AII-Amel'ican' In Row
For the third successive semester,
Western's student newspaper, the
College H eights H erald, has won an
all-American rating in national newspaper competition conducted by the
Associated Collegiate Press (ACP) at
the Univeristy of Minnesota.
The ACP judges awarded the Herald
a total of 3,910 points of a possible
3,950 (the Herald's previous high was
3,700) and for the first time in its 48year history, the Herald was awarded
all five "marks of distinc tion" in the
grading (it has never won more than
four before). ACP awards no higher
rating than all-American.
The fl erald is under the supervision
of the Off ice of University Publications,
headed by David B. Whitaker. The
news adviser is Robert R. Adams and
Miss Debbie D ickey is advertising adviser.
The period covered by the latest
evaluation was the spring semester of
1972-73, when John Lucas of Crittenden County and Steven Russell of Liberty divided duties as editor. Russell
and Miss Valerie E lmore of Leitchfield
served as managing editor during the
same period. Al Cross of Albany was
the Herald advertising manager.
Although the ACP scorebook provides for only 400 points as possible
in photogra phy, the Herald scored 440
in that department. In other categories, the H erald received 350 points
(of a possible 350) in editorial leadership, 990 ( of a possible 1,000) in
writing and editing, and 930 ( of a possible 950) in content and coverage.
Another critical service, the National
Newspaper Service at Memphis, earlier
had awarded the H erald an "A-doubleplus" rating for the same period, although its highest rating officially is
"A-plus."
Published twice weekly throughout
the school year, the Herald is printed
by the Franklin (Ky.) Favorite. An
offset tabloid, the H erald has a press
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Dr. Kirchner, Opryland's Jumonville

run of 9,500 copies and distribution is
free. The Herald provides laboratory
experiences for journalism students in
the D epartment of Mass Communications, headed by Dr. J ames Wesolowski.

plained Dr. Kirchner. "Millions of
Americans go through them daily and
it appears that this type of commercial
recreation will be on the increase over
the next few years," he said. Kirchner
says many positions a re available in
these parks and related recreation enterprises for la rge numbers of col1ege
students who have majored in recreation. The parks are interested in college students "because their skills and
training are greatly needed," ~e said.
Opryland officials who conducted
lectures and discussions were R ay
Canady, director of marketing; Dick
Kuegeman, vice president and director
of operations; Julio Pierpaoli, vice
president and director of food and beverage; Lou Jumonville, director of general services; Lloyd H anks, director of
maintenance; P aul Burke, director of
development; Gene Hockmeyer, controller, and Lloyd Warren, director of
security.

Western, Opryland Sponsor
Seminar on Recreation
College students from 17 schools in
Kentucky and T ennessee went to Opryland U.S.A. Oct. 18 to learn more
about comme rcial recreation in a seminar sponsored jointly by Opryland and
Western.
Western and Opryland cooperated
in planning the unusual seminar for
recreation majors who took "A Look
at the H ome of American Music."
College officials and students from
schools in Kentucky and T ennessee
were present "to become acquainted
with a successful expanding type of
commercial recreation," said Dr. Fred
Kirchner, coordinator of Western's
recreation program in the D epartment
of Physical Education and R ecreation.
Mike D owns, vice president a nd
general manager of Opryland, was on
ha nd and greeted participants in the
seminar.
"Commercial recreation conducted
by these large amusement parks today
is developing at a fantastic tempo," ex30

President Gives Report
On Construction Progress
The Board of R egents of Western
were advised Sept. 29 that bids for
construction on the proposed E nvironmental Science a nd Technology Building were to be opened on Nov. 2 and
Nov. 9.
President D ero G. Downing reported to the R egents that mechanical
and electrical bids were to be opened
by the State Executive Department of
Finance and Administration on the first
date, and bids for general construction
on the second date. (Results: see page
2.)
The information came as part of a
report by D r. Downing on current
construction projects at Western. He
also said that renovation of Cherry
H all is progressing on schedule and
that work on a swine nursery on the
University Farm is nearing completion.
Dr. Downing also called attention to
the dedication ceremony for the I van
Wilson Center for Fine Arts, which
was held Saturday, Oct. 13, in the
Outdoor Theatre of the Center.
In other action, the Board re-elected
D r. W. R. McCormack, a Bowling
Green physician, to his second oneyear term as the Regents' chairman.
D r. McCormack has served as a regent
from 1956-60·and 1968 to the present.

Sandefur Explains CBTE

Drive Chairman
Dr. William M. Jenkins Jr., dean of the
Bowling Green College of Business and
Public Affairs, received wishes for' success
from the president of the Bowling Green
United Givers Fund, Ralph King, manager
of the local Firestone plant, for accepting
the chairman ship of the $170,000 1973
fund drive in Warren County. Dr. Jenkins
has been dean of his college since it was
created in 1964 to conti nue the community and educational responsibil ities of the
former Bowling Green College of Com•
merce.

HILLTOPICS

Dr. J. T. Sandefur, dean of the College of Education at Western, introduced administrators in the Third District Education Associa tion (TDEA)
to a "new dimension" ·in teacher education during their 46th annual banquet on Oct. 4.
Speaking to the group on campus
for the annual TDEA meeting, Dr.
Sandefur outlined areas relating to
"competency based teacher education,"
the new direction for Western's teacher
education program.
Dr. Sandefur outlined the history of
teacher education from the normal
schools through the decade of the '60s,
in which an emphasis on research " has
led to national pressures for account-

"------.. . .--a!!:.--

ARCHITECT'S RENDERING SHOWS CHANGES IN PROGRESS ON CHERRY HALL

ability in education, of which we are
all very aware," he said. "Out of this
has come an attempt at reform in teacher education and I refer, of course, to
competency-based teacher education
(CBTE)," he said.
Dr. Sandefur explained to members
of the third district group that 17 states
have mandated C BTE programs in
their teacher education programs and
some "20 institutio ns have moved their
entire teacher program to CBTE, while
an additional 81 have 'alternative' or
'parallel' teacher education programs."
Western's program, the only one of
its kind in Kentuc ky, will parallel existing programs at the University but will
be a different kind of program in that
" instead of identifying classes, we identify competencies or skills which students must possess. This sounds easy,
but is tough when you start to implement this concept," Dr. Sandefur said.
In simpler terms, Dr. Sandefur explains, "It's not what the learner knows,
but what he can do when he's finished.
. . . The whole program is a process,
not an end, and we need the support
of the public schools to assist us in
implementing CBTE. We're putting
our own people through it, faculty and
students."
A 65-member task force made up of
volunteers from the university faculty
31

a re underway in study groups concerned with specific areas, and public
school officials and consultants have
been invited wherever possible to aid
in the planning program, D r. Sandefur
said. Western's new dean told the
group he expects to have Western's
CBTE program in operation by September J 974 at the undergraduate level
and by the summer of 1974 at the
graduate o r in-service level.

3 Received 'Specialist' Rank
Among the 415 students who received graduate degrees at Western's
I 08th Commencement in August were
three graduates who became the first
ever awarded the specialist degree in
education (Ed.S.) from the University. They were Ja n L. Ireland of
Madisonville, Kasimir J. Kowalski of
Syracuse, N. Y., and Thomas G. Sullivan of Athens, Pa.
The specialist degree, relatively new,
is intermediate between the master's
and doctor's degree and is offered by
approximately 200 colleges and universities across the nation.
Western began its planning for two
specialist degree programs four years
ago and the University's departments
of English and history have developed
curricula to offer the specialist degree
in college teaching (S.C.T.).
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President Dero Downing (right) poses with
the members of the University's Alumni
Association board of directors. Pict ured in
the group are (1-r) Joe lracane, Owensboro;
J. Murray Hill Jr., Bowling Green; Mrs.
George (Brenda) Stephens, Princeton;
Ed Diddle Jr., Nashvi lle, Tenn.; Al umni
Association President Bob Proctor, Bowling
Green; " Deacon" Jones, Union City, Tenn.;
Mrs. Grace Overby, Alumn i secretary;
Ken Henry, Long Beach, Calif.; Lee
Robert son, Alumni Director and
President Downing.

YOU
Members of the boarl of the Ogden College Foundation are (1-r) Herbert J. Smith, Bowling Green, Guy R. Thomas, Louisville,
Ward C. Sumpter, Bowling Green, J. T. "Top" Orendorf, Bowling Green, new member Roy F. Porter, Lexington and Al Temple,
Bowling Green.
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Smith revealed that grants and loans totaling $45,000
were awarded this year, the highest total in the 94 years
of Ogden history. Approximately 135 Western students
are currently taking advantage of this assistance; and,
15 WKU graduates are in professional schools with assistance from the Foundation. The group also announced that it will give an annual award to the top student of the Ogden College of Science and T echnology.
The award is to be named in honor of John E . Rinson,
an early benefactor of the school. The alumni present
at the meeting voted to hold future annual reunions in
connection with the University's homecoming celebra~
tion.
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COME JOIN US, WON'T YOU?
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The Ogden College Foundation Board of Trustees
met Friday afternoon, October 26, during Western's
homecoming week, and elected Roy F . Porter, a Lexington businessman, a member of their group. A reception
and banquet followed that evening and was attended by
about 75 Ogden Alumni, their wives and guests. Ogden
College dean Marvin Russell and regent Herbert J . Smith
reported to the group on the status of the college and
its financial aid programs.

Alumni and friends attending the Big Sun Tournament
St. Petersburg, Fla., Friday and Saturday, Dec. 21 and
22, and the Gator Bowl Classic, Jacksonville, Fla., Wednesd_ay and Thursday, Dec. 26 and 27, are invited to receptions, hosted by your Alumni Association members
from Western, for two days during each event.

Taking time out from a homecoming weekend conversation
for the camera are (1-r) President Dero G. Downing;
Mr. L. T. Smith, retired physical plant administrator;
Mr. E. B. Stansbury, former assistant basketball coach and
director of the Department of Physical Education and
Mr. H. B. Clark; assistant physical plant administrator.

LOCATION:

Henderson County's new alumni chapter came to Western as
a group Saturday, Oct. 6, to see the Hilltoppers play Western
Carolina. Some 30 of the Hendersonians gathered at the
Downing University Center for a pre-game luncheon and were
greeted there by President Downing and a group of Western
staff and faculty from Henderson, including a former Hendersonian, Head Football Coach Jimmy Feix. Despite the modest
predictions of Coach Feix, the 'Toppers turned on, defeating
the Carolina 'Cats by a healthy 45-7 score. Shown above are
several members of the group at the L. T. Smith Stadium,
including (first row, from left): Mrs. Anne Armstrong, Mrs.
Sabra Lindsay, Gross Clay Lindsay (president of the chapter),
Mr. and Mrs. James (Snoz) Davis and Mrs. Josephine
Schuster. Behind them (wearing dark glasses) are Vernon A.
Stallings and Joyce Overfield.

Dec. 21 and 22
The St. Petersburg Hilton
333 F irst Street South
Coquina Key Room
St. Petersburg, F la. 33701
Dec. 26 and 27
The President's Suite
T he Royal Inn
6237 Arlington Expressway
Jacksonville, Fla. 32211
WHEN:
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
ALL FOUR DAYS
WE LOOK FORWARD T O SEEING YOU.

Representing the University at the Muhlenberg County Alumni
Club meeting, Oct. 22, were (1-r) Paul Just, Public Affairs
and Public Relations; Assistant Registrar and Mrs. Mack
Houston; former English department head and Mrs. Willson
Wood; Vice President for Administrative Affairs Dr. John
Minton; Head Football coach Jimmy Feix; Alumni and
Placement Director Lee Robertson; and Alumni Association
President Bob Proctor.

Sixty-seven Westerners attended the Muhlenberg County
Alumni Club annual dinner meeting, Monday, October 22 at
the Coach House restaurant near Greenville. Club officers
pict':'red at the meeting were (1-r) Jack Day, 1973-74
president; Pat Bryant, past secretary; Pat Revo, out-going
president; and Carroll Harrison, president-elect. Linda
Hardison, secretary-treasurer, was not present. Western's
football coach reviewed the success of his Hilltopper football
team and Mrs. Bernadine Steele reported on t he club's
scholarsh ip program.
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tie seditor in the faJI of 1964 and as co-associate editor in the
spring of 1965. She continued as a feature assistant the next
fall, despite her other full-time jobs.

in their home districts." The agencies (such as the Justice
D epartment) are much more closed-mouth, Miss Gentry said.
One of six women in the 50-member Washington AP
Bureau, Miss Gentry said she is "still a little awed by the b igname network people."

A photographer and licensed pilot in her spare time, she
has compiled an almost endless list of honors and awards for
her work in the 4-H Club. She still bad time as a freshman to
win the Student National Education Association (SNEA) Oratorical Contest.

Although she says Washington is "a tremendous place to
Jive," Miss Gentry had to "endure for awhile" working on the
copy desk and learning the mechanics of the bureau. She attended both national political conventions in 1972 ("working
the desk, of course"), but that experience "made it all worthwhile."

But for the gal who speaks softly and carries a big pencil,
that's all behind her. The future is her beat. But with all of
the incredible things that have been happening recently in
Washington, she says "there's no basis to predict any more."

One of the problems the 27-year-old mass media and governt major bad to overcome in Washington was identity. At
Indianapolis, where she worked for three years, covering state
government and the Indiana Legislature for two years, Miss
Gentry said she was "a big fish in a little pond. In Washington," she said, "it's like being a minnow."

She added, "When we learned about the burglarizing of
Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office, everybody said 'that's
unbelievable.' And since then. . . ."
Margaret Ann Gentry is addicted to the profession of
journalism and to the Washington scene. "Once you're hooked
on politics," she admits, "there's no place else to go."

Before she started working for the Associated Press about
five years ago, Miss Gentry was a staff reporter at the Park
City Daily News in Bowling Green for four years, the first yearand-a-half as women's news editor. At that time she was an
18-year-old sophomore at Western.

Whether she continues to stay in Washington, or follow
assignments to the four corners of the world, Margaret Ann
Gentry's by-line will be seen on the front pages of the greatest
newspapers on Earth. This Westerner, an honor student on
the Hill, has demonstrated the rare ability to go where news
is happening and perform her job in the midst of incredible
pressures of ti.me and circumstance.

Between going to school full-time (she was an honor graduate) and working full-time at the Daily News, Miss Gentry
worked on the College Heights Herald staff as clubs and activiMiss Gentry (right) takes time out during a recent visit to Bowling Green to chat with current " Herald" Editor Steve Russell and Managing
Editor Valerie Elmore (SEE pages 28-29).

These members of the 1965-66 "Herald" staff
pose for the "Talisman" camera. They are
(I-r): seated - Joy Collier and Susan McGloin;
standing - Mason Ploch, Margaret Ann Gentry,
Joe Glowacki, Finley Willis, Jr. and
Lee Molyneux.

When news breaks at the U. S. Department of J ustice in
Washington, as it has been doing recently at a staggering pace,
Westerner Margaret Ann Gentry ('68) is on the scene, and not
just for curiosity's sake. She is the eyes and ears for millions
of people as a reporter for Associated Press (AP), one of the
largest news gathering services in the world.

Speaking Softly and Carrying a Big Pencil

Newswoinan
Margaret
Ann
Gentry

MR. ADAMS is news adviser
LEGE H EIGHTS H ERALD and

to THE COLa member of
the staff of the Office of University Publications at Western. Adams was student editor of the HERALD when Miss Gentry was
on the staff of the campus newspaper.

Miss Gentry, completing her second year in AP's Washington Bureau, had bt:en a::isigned to the J ustice Department for
~ ur months at a time :,vhen-in a short time- sh~ has beco~e
personally involved with some of the most shockmg events m
U. S. history. A vice president has resigned, the chief prosecutor in the Watergate case has been fired, and the a ttorney
general and his top deputy have resigned.
The rapid and changing faces in the Justice D epartment
make a reporter's job, already difficult, even more difficult.
During a recent trip to Bowling Green to visit her mother
( Mrs. J. R. Gentry of 460 Brentmoor D rive) , Miss Gentry explained that "it takes close relationships to cultivate news
sources."
She added that during her six-month stint on the regional
staff on Capitol Hill she found that " the hill leaks like a sieve.
It's easy to get information from congressmen because they
realize that the wire service stories will be read by the people

By BOB ADAMS
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BRYANT ('40)

DANKS ('70)

1920-29
MARY LEE TAYLOR WAGNER ('21), 5314
E. 13th St., Tu lsa, Okla., a former teacher of
clothing and texti les at Western, is a homemaker. Her husband, Dr. Oscar E. Wagner,
also a former WKU faculty member, has
been involved in petrole um geology in Tulsa
since 1935.

ANN PENCE DAVIS ('25), 1823 Victory,
Wichita Falls, Tex., has authored a ser ies of
children's books entitled Mimi, Mimi at
Camp and i\1imi at Sheradon School. Some
of the characters are based on Bowling Green
natives Mrs. William Natcher and Lois
Dickey, both classmates of Mrs. D a vis.
WILLIAM HUGH ALLEN ('28) , 174 Calloway St., Macon, G a ., is engaged in chiropractic practice with offices in M acon. Dr.
Allen, a retired USAF colonel, is married to
the former lvla ry F ra nces Allen, also a
Western alumn us.
J. EDWIN WHITE (BU '29) , 609 Plantation
Road, Tallahassee, Fla., is president of the
Tallahassee Federal Savings and Loan Assoc.

1930-39
WILLIAM EBERLY HAMMACK ('31), 917
Celia Lane, Lexington, Ky. , is vice president
for Successful Achieveme nt, Inc. Dr. Hammack was formerly superintendent of Northwest School District in Cincinnati, Ohio.
MARIAN P . SINGLETON (Mrs. H arry A.
Gilmore) ('35) , 1380 Bardstown Road, Lou isville, is practicing dentistry with her husband.
Mrs. Gilmore graduated from University of
Tennessee's School of Dentistry at Memphis
in I 940, and interned at Forsythe Institute in
Boston.
GUY W. JONES ('37), 28 We lwyn Road,
Riverside, Conn., has retired as senior vice
president and director of the educational
division of Cha rles Scri bner's Sons, publishers,
after 25 years with the company. Since his
retirement, be has been academic consultant
to D avid McKay Co. and Franklin Watts,
Inc., New Yor k City.

DANKS ('72)

. DYKES ('63)

JOANNA SMITH GILi ('39), 311 E.
M arket, Salem, Ind., is a member of the
English Department teaching staff at Salem
H igh School.
PAULINE WELCH GIVENS ('39), 725 W.
Thorton, Hemet, Calif., is resource teacher
for T itle I and teaching evening classes at the
University of California, Riverside.

1940-49
JOSEPH ALLEN BRYANT ('40), 3268 Foxtale Court, Lexington, Ky ., is · the newly
named chairman of the Department of E nglish
at the University of Kentucky. A Shakespeare
a nd Renaissance scholar, he has also taught
a t Vande rbilt University, University of the
South, Duke University, Syracuse University
and the Un iversity of North Carolina. He is
m arried to the former M ary Woodruff ('43) .
LESTER HELl'vl SPALDING (' 41 ) , I 3 6 Park
H eights, Lebanon, Ky. , is commonwealth attorney for the 11th Judicial · District. The
former Ne ll Terry ('42) is his w ife.
IRA E. BELL ('42), West N ewton, Mass.,
has been appointed to the full-time staff of
New E ngland Medical Center Hospital as a
radiotherapist in the Department of Therapeutic Radiology. Prior to joining NEMCH
he was chief of staff, at Catawba Memoria l
Hospital in Hickory, N . C.
LOWRIE GLENN PIERCY ('42), 161 Locust Hi ll Drive, Rochester, N .Y., is assistant
comptroller, Kodak Park, Eastman Kodak
Co. His wife is the former Carson McReyno lcls (BU '42).
A. P. YOU NG ('43), 2408 S. Belm ont St.,
Ashland, Ky., is laboratory supervisor for
Novamont Corporation of Kenova, W. Va .
N ET SARTIN RICHARDSON ('42), 1346
Mariposa Drive, Santa Paula, Calif., is teaching in the Briggs District School, Santa Paula.
EMILY HANC OCK WILSON ('47 '70), 5
Parkview Dri ve, Bowling Green, is counselor
for the Bureau of Rehabi litation Services,
headquartered in the Potter Building in
Bowling Green.
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EDMONDS ('68)

GIBSON ('72)

CHARLES B. WELBORN ('48), 214 Mistletoe D r ive, Greensboro, N . C., is director of
manufacturing for the P . Lorillard Corp. of
Greensboro. He is married to Sarah Sue
Jones (' 48) .
VICTOR B. FUQUA ('49 ) , 221 Juniper
D rive, Frankfort: and LEON TOWNSEND
('57), 11 0 Tecumseh Trail, Frankfort, ha ve
been awarded 15-Year Awards for service to
the state. Fuqua is regional health planning
coordinator, Office of Local Hea lth; and
Towsend is director of the Manufactured Milk
Control Program, Environmental Services.
BEATRICE POWELL ('49 '60), Russell
Springs, Ky., was named 1973 woman of the
year of Russell County by the Business and
Professional Woman's Cl ub. M rs. Powell
serves as m edia li brarian in the Russell
Springs School and is currently president of
the Kent ucky Folklo re Society.

1950-59
JOSEPH C. ALLBRITTEN (B U '50) , Reynolds Metals Building, Richmond, Va., has
been made vice president of Reynolds A luminum C redit Corporatio n. H e was formerly
assista nt vice president. A Paducah native,
Allbr itten served five years as an internal
auditor for the company before going to
Richmond in 1960.
LEVON NE R. CARTER ('50 '51), 181
Nurmi Drive, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla ., is practicing dentistry with offices in F t. Lauderdale.
MARY E DNA SANDERS HODGE ('50
'53), 2512 Ra lph Ave ., Louisville, Ky .,
has been named as an ou t.standing elementary
teacher of America for 1973. Mrs. Hodge's
nomination was. based on exceptional teaching a bilities, contributions to community
betterment and professional recognition at
Cane Run Elementary School in the Jefferson
County School System.
FRANK FLOYD MARTIN ( BU '50 ), 155
W. 68th St. , New York, N .Y . is working
in investment banking for H a lsey, Stuart &
Co., of New York C ity.

GRAHAM ('67)

HOCKER ('63)

JAMES R. PALMORE ('50) , 4271 G lenhaven Road, Cincinnati, Ohio, is assistant
principal at Three Rivers Junior High School,
Cleves, Ohio.
V INCENT SHERRY ('5 1 ), 203 H ickory
H ills C ircle, Biloxi, M iss., has been awarded
the Ph.D. in political science by the University of South Mississippi. His wife is the
former Margaret Joyce Sm ith ('55 ).
WILLIAM M. STOKES ('51 ) , 10762 SW
117 St., Miami, Fla., is vice president of
Miami D ade Community College.
WILLIARD F. CHUMLEY ('5 2) , 4001
Phillips Ave., Paducah, Ky . is practicing
medicine in Paducah.
GENE RHODES ('52), 3 11J Storrington
Court, Louisville, Ky., is the new general
m anager of the Kentucky Colonels. Rodes'
coachi ng career includes Male and St. Xavier
H igh Schools, Louisville; Western Kentucky
University and the C olonels. F or the past
two years he served as a sales representative
for Josten's, Inc.
JUNE LEWIS SHORE ('52 ) , 2703 Ballad
Blvd., Jeffersontown, Ky., is the winner of
the $5,000 Abingdon Award. Mrs. Shore's
book, What's the Matter with · Wakefield?
is to be published by Abingdon next April and
was selected from hundreds of m anuscripts
submitted as the best book of fictio n for ages
9-12. A former English and art teacher , Mrs.
Shore has had articles and short stories appear
in leading m agazines and a novel published
in Good Housekeeping .
ALLEN ANTHONY ('53), Box 6007, Alpine,
Tex., is teaching in Sul Ross State University, A lpine, T ex. H e is married to the
former Elizabeth Thomas ('54) .
WILLIAM T . T RAC Y (BU '53 ), 132 Edison
Drive, Huntington, W . Va ., is a C PA par tner
in Diamond and T racy C PAs Huntington,
W. Va. His wife is the former Bonnie Clark
(BU '53) .

HODGE ('50)

HOOKS ('56)

HURLEY ('73)

JONES ('37)

NE AL R. T UCKER ('54) , 303 Shelia D rive,
H opkinsville, Ky ., is principal of the Christian
County H igh School.

JO DA VlSON RUTHERFORD ('57), 5 136
H ilson Road, Nashville, Tenn., is self-employed as an accountant.

MEARLEN E HENDRICK WHITE ('54) ,
13 10 1 Scarlet O ak Drive, Gaithersburg, Mel.,
is in, real estate sales for Hugh T . Peck
Properties, Inc., Potomac, Md.

WILLIAM S. COLES ( BU'58) has been
named vice president and assista nt branch
manager of the Huntsville offices of Centra l
Bank of Alabama. Coles has served as assistant vice president-ma nager of installment
loan department, vice president-commercial
loan officer and vice president-personnel
director since he joined Cent ral Bank in 1962.

THE REV. LINDBE RGH STEPHENS ('55),
Mountain View, Mo., a minister of the U nited
Methodist Church, was recently made a Kentucky Colonel by Gov. Wende)! F ord.
CART E R K. HOOKS ('56), 4249 Waymar
D rive, Memphis, T enn., has been named an
area development officer of the First Nationa l Ban k of Memphis. H ooks, a major in
the U.S. Army Reserves, joined First National Bank last J une. H is wife is the former
Sherry Driver, ('56) .

RONALD L. M ARSHALL ('59), 1440-85
A venue North, St. Petersburg, Fla., is systems
analyst at F irst F inancial Tower GTE Data
Services in Tampa. His wife is the former
Nancy Woodring (x59) .

H ELEN SANDIDGE U NDE R WOOD ('56
'57), Box 44, Shepherdsville, Ky., is d irector
o f school food services for ihe Bullitt County
Board of Education.

1960-69

H A RRY B. GRAY ('5 7 ), 2015 Glen Springs
Road, Pasadena, Calif., professor of chemistry
at the California Institute of Technology, has
been a ppointed a Phi Beta Ka ppa visit ing
scholar for 1973-74. As a participant in the
V isiting Scholar Program, Dr. Gray will travel
to eight institutions. A member of the National Academ y of Sciences, he was recipient
of the American C hemical Society A ward in
pu re chemistry in 1970, and in 1972 selected
for a Guggenheim fellowshi p and the Manufactu ring Chemists' Association Award for
E xcellence in chemistry teaching. D r. Gray
is married to the former Shir ley Barnes ('57).
K ENNETH L. BURCH ('57 '59), 6766 W ild
Berry Lane, Memphis, Tenn. Dr. Burch is
di rector of biomedical communications, University of Tennessee Med ical U nits, Memphis.
His wife, Barbara, is also a Westerner ( '59) .
GARY E. LESLIE ('57 '62) , 3616 V ia Del
Conquistador, San Diego, Calif. , is college
counselor at San D iego City College.
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ERNEST H. RAUTTER ('60), HQ 3d Bn.,
63d Armor, APO 09 178, New York. M aj.
Rautter is located in Augsburg, West Germany.
JOHN E. ROARK ('61), O wens Drive, Route
4, Newburg, Ind., has accepted an a ppointment as landman for the west area of Consolidation Coal Co.'s Exploration Department,
headq uartered in Eva nsville. Before his promotion, Roar k had been director of community relations for the C o.'s mid weslern
division in Pinckneyville, lll.
ROBERT LEE EDDLEMAN JR., ('62), 722
E. Ma in St., Vevay, Ind., is USDA D istrict Conservationist for the Soil Conservation Service of Switzerland County, Vevay,
Ind. He is married to the former Patsy
Brantley, ( '62) .
D ONALD F. HELM ('62), 296 Windsor
Drive, Buffalo Grove, Ill., is manager of
personnel utilization and development for
Rand McNally & Co., Skokie, Ill. He 1s
married to Cozatta Tucker H elm ('62).

~
---

OLIVERO ('67)

POWELL ('49)

GLEN E. JENT ('62 '65), 14 Blackwatch
Trail, Fairport, N . Y., is employed as program developer for Singer Education Systems,
Rocheste r, N. Y .
STEPHEN M. SPIRES ('62), 1143 Centre
Pkwy., Apt. I2, Lexington, Ky., is a physician
in the Departq1ent of Surgery, University of
Kentucky Medical Center, Lexington.
LARRY F. D)'KES ('63 '64), 1911 Fontaine
Road, Lexington, Ky., has been named dean
of admissions at T ransylvania Un iversity. He
had previously served as d irector of admissions at the Un'iversity of Kentucky.
JEAN RENDER HOCKER ('63 '69), 437
W. Roberts St., M organtown, Ky., is an
English teacher at Butler County High School.
M rs. Hocker bas served as chairman of TDEA
English meeting; and vice president of Kentucky Council of Teachers of English.
JOHN H. HOUSTON ('63), 807 Overbrook
Circle, Lexington, Ky., is employed by
Fidelity Union Life Insurance Company as a
general agent. His wife is the former C harlotte
Burkhalter, ('63 ).
MARTY BASH AM JOHNSON ('63), 406
Second St., C hristianburg, Va., received her
Ed.D. in community college education from
Virginia Polytechn ic Institute and State
University in June, and has accepted a positi on as coordinator of the arts and sciences
students in the co-op education program at
VPI. Her husband Dr. Dan Johnson ('63) .
JOHN H. HOPPER, JR. ('64 '65), 1505
Dresden Circle, Nashville, Tenn., is a medica.1
service represen tative for Pfizer, Inc., New
York City. He is married to the former Sara
Dee Young ('64) .
JAMES A. POLK ('64), 416 Colonial Ter.
Hopkinsville, Ky., is a C PA for George H.
Reed & Co.
GEO RGE H . MEYER, JR. ('65), 30 Standish
Road, Ellington, Conn., is office manager for
Mobil Oil Cor poration, headquarte red in
Wethersfield, Conn_.
GRIFF H. ROBERTS ('65), 1014 S. E . 13th
Ave., Ocala, Fla., has resigned after four
years as Ocala city manager to become a

RAMSEY ('68)

-RHODES ('52)

RICHARDSON ('42)

~

'.,J

ROARK ('61)

vice president at Ocala Federal Savings and
Loan in charge of its subsidiary, Central
F lorida Financial Services. Before moving to
Ocala, Roberts also was admin istrative assistant to the city manager at Middletown,
Ohio.

EARL E. EDMONDS ('68), 79 1 Hargrove,
Cincinnati, Ohio, bas been appointed bead
basketball coach at Talawanda High School
in Oxford, Ohio. He will also teach in the
language arts department. H is wife is the
former Dianne Batchelo r, ('68) .

CAROLYN J. WOLFF ('65), I 096-C Armstrong M ill Road, Lexington, Ky. Carolyn is
rehabilitation counselor for the Cardinal Hill
H ospital of Lexington.

SHELIA FITZWAT ER RAMSEY ('68),
1 1400 Lippelman Road, Cincinnati, Ohio, is
elementary librarian for the Greenhills-Forest
Park City Schools of the C incinnati area. She
was instrumental in converting a classroom
in each of the six Greenhills F orest Park
E lementary Schools to a library media center.
She also established and taught in the Estella
Diaz Library of Grandview Elementary
School, Bellevue, Ky.

A NNE WOOSLEY ('65 '7 1), 1144 Rodes
Drive, Bowling G reen, is a social worker for
the Kentucky D epartment of Child Welfare.
NANCY ATTIX H ELFRICH ('66), 51
Wei-ner Place, Teaneck, N . J., is teaching in
the Tenafly Middle School, Tenafly, N. J .
JAMES H. SIMPSON, M.D. ('66), 134
Donna Dri ve, Hopkinsville, has finished two
yea rs as senior medical officer at Colts Neck,
N. J ., and has begun private family practice
in Hopkinsville.
TOM G RAHA M ('67 ), 2708 Cambridge
Ave., Lakeland, Fla., has transferred .f rom
personnel manager, Sikes Carpets, Lawrenceburg, Ky., to personnel manager for Florida
Tile, (Sikes Corporati on) Lakeland . H e
joined the company in March 1972. H is wife
is the former Paula A. Pudlo ('69).
JERRY DALE McMANIS ('67), 5675 Roswell Road, Atlanta, Ga., is a professional
representative for Schering Cor p., headquartered in Chamblee, Ga.
PHYLLIS HOUSTON OLIVIERO ('67) 396
Langlry Road, Newton Centre, Mass., is a
homemaker, having retired after four years
service wit h American Airlines as a stewa rdess supervisor.

ANTHON Y LEE YAT ES ('68), Route 6,
Box 163, Elizabethtown, Ky., is a doctor of
Veterina ry Medicine at the Elizabethtown
Anima l Hospital.
MALCOLM F. DeMU NBRU N ('69), Everglades National Park, Flami ngo, Fla., was
recenlly appointed to a supervisory ranger
position and is presently serving as sub-district ranger of the Cape Sable Sub-District.
He was appointed park ra nger with the Everglades Na tional Park Florida in 1970 and bas
served as law e.nforce ment assistant to the
chief par k ranger and liason officer with
other federal, state and county agencies.
J A N ET RAAK E GARDN ER ('69), PO Box
204, Daytona Beach, F la., is service representative for Southern Bell in Daytona
Beach.

EDWAR D LEWIS VANMETER ('67 '69),
912 Moreland Ave., Glendale, Mo., is
pharamceutical representative for Ciba-Geigy
Corp. , of Suffern, N.Y. He is married to the
former Melan ie Minyard ('68 '70).
DANNY G. BRITT ('68 ) , 829 N . Ave. G .
Kingsville, Tex. is a member of the College
of Agriculture faculty at Texas A & I
University, Kingsville. He earned his M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees from Michigan State .
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ROBERTS ('65)

1970-73
DA NIEL F . BEAVERS ('70) , 5 16 S. Harrison Court, Princeton, Ky., is editor of the
Caldwell County Times at Princeton.
BRENDA and ST EPHEN K. DANKS ('70
'72, '73 ), 3706 Jennings Drive, Holiday, F la.
Mrs. Danks has recently been appointed vocational coordinator for the new Hudson Senior
High School, where she serves as liaison between the county vocational director, vocational teachers and the H igh School principal.
Danks has been promoted from assistant
superintendent to superintendent of Security
Builders, Inc. in charge of phase construction
of houses, apartment units and commercial
buildings. He also supervises the company's
drafting department.
LAUREL FAYE GIBSON ('70), West Salem,
Ill., is home economics instructor and department chairman at Cannelton High School,
Cannelton, Ind. She is also FHA advisor;
pep club sponsor , cheerleader advisor, cadelte
girl scout leader, president o f Cannelton Class
Room Teachers Assn., vice president Southwest Division Indiana Education Assoc. and
delegate to Representative Assembly in India napolis.
KAREN and RICHARD KER IV ('7 1, '70),
17 Country Club Drive, Northfield , N. J .
M rs. Ker is teaching and Ker is a social
wor ker in Atlantic City, NJ.
DENNIS ROUNTREE KOON ('70), 5241-C
N. Dixie Highway, F t. Lauderdale, F la., is
assistant manager for P lantation Frozen Foods
in Ft. Lauderdale.
DAN NY WAYNE OUTLAND ('70), 813
Xenia Ave., Wilmington, Ohio is Kroger
Store Co. manager in Wilmington. His wife
is Cheryl Rapp Outland ('69).
GEORGE M . WILLIAMSON ('70, '73), 2127
Sherwood Ave., Louisville, K y., is instructorcounselor for Jefferson Community College,
Louisville. H is wife is the former Suzanne
Penn ('68) .

MOVING?
'l:?

EDGAR S. GOINS ('7 1) , 118 Broadhuest
Drive, Wilmore, Ky., is a senior-student at
Asbury Theological Seminary, where he is
student council president. He is married to
the former Ann Jones ('69) .
E RN EST HEARION ('71 ), staff photographer for the Hartford (Conn.) Times, was
appointed to the newly-created position of
chief of photography at the Vernon (Conn.)
Journal-l11quirer.
TONY H. HOPKINS ('71 ), Box 382, Mt.
Vernon, Ky., health department sanitarian for
Rockcastle County, has completed a 14-week
training program which qualified him for the
newly-created position of "public health environmentalist."
ALI~E S. PERLMUTTER ('71), 5 I 61 NE
18th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., is teaching
child development at Boyd Anderson Hi gh
School in F t. Lauderdale. She is also working with a state grant to equip her area with
a child day center which will train h igh school
seniors for a vocational trade. Miss Perlmutter is also co-editor of a state curriculum
guide in special education a nd home economics.
SOLOMON J. PUCKETT ('71 ), 726 Few
Ave., Midd letown, Penn., is planning and
scheduling engineer for construction of Three
Mile Island Nuclear Power Station in M iddletown. His wife is the former Sondra
Louise Rouse ('66) .
CLAUDIA HOPKI NS ROSE ('7 1, '72), 3739
T aylorsville Road , Louisville, is a child development specialist with the deaf-blind project
at the Child Evaluation Center, part of the
University of Louisville School of Medicine.
She also was chosen an "outstanding young
woman of America" for 1973 because of her
leadership in the new project. She has appeared on Louisville television in support of
the deaf-blind project.
JOHN D . VOGLER JR ('71), Route 1, Box
254-D, Prospect, Ky., is ma nager for the Emo
Shirt Co., Louisville.
CLIFFORD M. BURGESS ('72), 1024
Reeves Road, Louisville, Ky., is a civil

engineer for Vollmer Associates, Inc. He is
married to the former Shirley J. Burriss,
('71 ).
JOSEPH NEIL COOMBS ('72 ), 120 E.
Todd, Frankfort, Ky., is research analyst for
the state Archives and Records Center in
F rankfort.
DOUG GIBSON ('72) , 114 Glendale Hill
Road , Elizabethtown, is employed at the Good
'N Handy F ood Chain in Elizabethtown.
Prior to accepting this position, he was foreman at the Kentucky Industrial Services.
JERRY WAYNE JOHNSON ('72 ), 2001
Rockcreek D rive, Bowling G reen, Ky., is a
state bank examiner.
MARTHA ANN LLOYD t '72 '73), 97
Christopher Square, Radcliff, Ky., is teaching
in Parkway E lementary School, Radcliff.
ALAN DOUGL AS SWARTZWELDER ('72),
4209 Wallingford Lane, Apt. 3, Louisville,
K y., is draftsman for the L & N Ra ilroad .
H is wife is Lauralee Dust Swartzwelder ('72).
BOBBY GA YLE WILLETT ('72) , Route I,
Clay, Ky., is maintenance clerk for the Peabody Coal Company of Union County,
Morganfield, Ky.
JEAN HURLEY ('73), 914 Winthorne Drive,
Nashville, Tenn., is employed by the Metropolitan Health Department and will edit
Metro H ealthline News and press releases and
other internal communications.
LINDA KAYE OLIVER ('73) , 1967 Goldsmith Lane, Turtle Creek Apt. C- 13, Louisville, K y., is a dental hygienist in the office
of D r. Allan L. Myers.
CHESTER ALLE N PACK ('73), Box 608,
Louisa, K y., is an engineering clerk for B. F.
Shaw Co., G all ipolis, Ohio.
CAROLYN COOK PARKS ('73), 5352
Knole Court, Apt. 131, Alexandria, Va., is
computer systems ana lyst for International
computing Co., Bethesda, Md.
LARRY M. PEDEN ('73), 5542 New Ha mpshire Blvd., Apt. 3, Louisville, Ky., is product
designer at General Electric Appliance Par k
in Louisville.

Each year the Office of Alumni Affairs pursues countless addresses of our alumni
who move without notifying Western of their new addresses. Please help us by sending in your new address just as soon as it is known so that you will not miss an issue
of Western A lumnus. Thank you so much!

SHORE ('52)
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Survivors include the widow, Mrs. Mary Eunice Eshman
Grise of Bowling Green; one son, Dr. Richard F . Grise of
Bowling Green; two daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Dodson of
Bowling Green and Mrs. Mary Ruth Forester of Bloomington, Ind.; three brothers, Presley Grise of Richmond, Ky.,
Strauther Grise of Memphis, Tenn., and Duard Grise of Lewisburg, Ky.; and three grandchildren.

Finley C. Grise
Finley C. Grise, 87, a native of Lewisburg (Logan County), Ky., died Oct. 2. A distinguished educator, Dr. Grise
served as dean of the facult ies at Western Kentucky
State College from 1927 until his retirement in 1959.

Funeral services were conducted Oct. 4 at the State Street
Methodist Church, officiated by the Rev. Ted Hightower and
Dr. Fred Pfisterer. Buriel was in the Fairview Cemetery in
Bowling Green.

His professional career began in the schools of Logan
County and he achieved a
superior scholastic record
while earning the life certificate at Western Kentucky
State Normal School, and the
B.S., the M .A. and the Ph.D.
degrees at George Peabody
College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.

The family has requested that expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to the Finley C. Grise scholarship
fund of the College Heights Foundation at Western.

Dr. Grise came to Western in 1913 as a teaching assistant in English and Latin. In 1918 he was appointed head
of the Latin Department and became head of the Foreign Languages Department in 1924.

James 0. Cravens

He was listed for a number of years in Who's Who in
America and contributed a number of scholarly articles to professional journals.
He was honored by Western in 1967 with the dedication of
. Finley C. Grise Hall, which presently houses the Bowling
Green College of Business and Public Affairs.
Dr. Grise was president of the Kentucky Classical Association in l 930, and was a member of . the Bowling Green
Kiwanis Club and the XV Club, a literary organization for
men. He was active in the State Street Methodist Church,
serving as Sunday school superintendent for 11 years, and as
a member of the church's Board of Trustees and Board of
Stewards. Dr. Grise also taught the men's Liberty Bible Class.
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Opal W . Barker

James E . McKee, 56, associate professor of counselor education at Western Kentucky University, died Oct. 15 at the
Baptist Hospital in Pensacola, Fla. He had been ill
for some months with cancer.

Opal W. Barker ( '24) , a native of Graves County, died
Dec. 5, 1972, after an extended illness. He held the master's
degree from the University of Kentucky. His career as an
educator began in the fall of 1924 when he taught science and
agriculture in Sand For k High School in W. Va. The next
year he returned to Kentucky and went into the administrative
field . He served as high school principal in Christian, Calloway and Ballard Counties before coming to Paducah in 1930,
where he was principal of Reidland H igh School for 12 years.
After several years' leave of absence because of declining health,
he returned to Reidland as science teacher, where he taught
until his retirement in 1967. He was a member of the Baptist
Church, a deacon and Sunday school teacher and active in
community affairs. Surviving is his widow, Vivian Moss
Barker, 5404 Old Benton Road, P aducah.

A native of South Bend,
Ind., he joined the faculty at
Western in 1964 and had
been a member of the faculty
of the Department of Counselor Education since that
time. He received the B.S.
degree from State Teachers
College (Indiana, Pa.) in
1941 and the M.A. degree
from Columbia University in
1946. H e had completed all requirements for the doctoral
degree except the dissertation from Columbia University in
19 51. Additional advanced studies were completed at Michigan State University in 1964.

Robert P. Forsythe
R obert P. Forsythe (' 44) , died Oct. 12. He had resigned
Oct. 1 as superintendent of Dawson Springs City Schools, having served the system for seven years.

Columbus, Ga. He was commissioned in 1951 and served
22 years in the U. S. Army.
His assignments took him to
many posts in the United
States and overseas. He was
the recipient of numerous
awards and decorations for
his outstanding service and
contributions.

McKee was a veteran of World War II in the U.S. Air
Force, holding the rank of colonel in the Air Force Reserve.
He was an instructor at Columbia University from 1945-47 ;
head of the counselor education department at Mississippi
Southern University, 1947-56; and science research associate
at Michigan State University, 1956-64. He was one of the
leaders in the Southern Association for Counselor Education
and Supervision, as well as a member of the American Personnel and Guidance Association. He was also a member of
the B.P.O.E .

Memorial services were
held Aug. 1 at the U. S.
Army Infantry Center Chapel
at Ft. Benning, Ga.

Survivors include the widow, Mrs. Doris McKee of East
Huett Road, Santa Rosa Beach, Fla.; a son, James McKee Jr.
of Harrisonburg, Va.; the parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. McKee,
Norristown, Pa., and one granddaughter.

Forsythe served as an officer in the U. S. Army Air Corps
in World War II, in Italy, Europe and Africa. In the United
States he was physical instructor, had served as an instructor
in Georgia and had coached the Marianna, Fla., airmen's
baseball and basketball team. After being discharged in June
1946, Maj. Forsythe officiated at Southeastern and Ohio Valley
Conference basketball games.

He is survived by his wife,
the former Gladys Wilson
and two children, Richard S.
and Melanie A., who reside in Columbus, Ga.

The family has requested that expressions of sympathy be
made in the form of contributions to the College Heights
Foundation scholarship fund at Western or to the American
Cancer Society.

He is survived by his wife, Clara; three sons, Noble and
R ay, Radcliff, and Capt. Preston L. Forsythe of Ft. Hood,
Tex.; one grandson and two brothers, Belmont Forsythe,
H onolulu, Hawaii, and Jack Forsythe, Greenville.

Lt. Col. James 0 . Cravens ('51) died July 30, 1973, at

During his long career at Western, Dr. Grise was recognized as an outstanding educator and as a leader in Kentucky's
higher education development.

James E. McKee

He had been superintendent of Caldwell County Schools
at Princeton, Ky., and also had taught and been superintendent
in Muhlenberg County. His service to the field of education
and teaching spanned 36 years.
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Health Serv es & The Western Student
By DEBBIE DICKEY

Extended, expanded and experienced - like the three Rs
of grammar school - the three Es of the University Health
Service at Western of 1973.
Western students of other days received health care in a
room in the basement of "White Stone" Hali. The concern
which went with that ground-floor care is still present, but
there's more, and that's quite another story.
Dr. Raymond J. Wesley, director of the Health Service,
was persuaded to come to Western in 1971 (he received the
doctorate in medicine from the University of Louisville) after
gaining experience at Eastern. Dr. Jim K. Goodrum, a Western alumnus who also studied medicine at U . of L., left for
a while to try "private practice," after coming to the Health
Service in 1970-71, and returned in 1972.

T ogether the two physicians represent the "backbone" of
a good, sound approach to Western student health care. The
Health Services staff includes qualified nurses and a professional pharmacist.
Regular outpatient clinic hours are Monday-Friday 8 a.m .4 p .m. Emergency room service and the in-patient infirmary
are open seven days a week, 24 hours a day ( except during
vacations and summer) . These facilities are situated in the
L. Y. Lancaster Hospital Clinic Wing of Western's Academic
Complex.
'
X-rays, essential diagnostic tests, prescriptions
and hospitalization in a 15-bed in-patient facility are offered to Western students at reduced costs. For more serious illness, there
are other facilities available in the Bowling Green locale, including the two local hospitals, where students can be referred.
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ALUMNI
BOOK BARGAINS
This summer t he new A lumni Book Purchase Plan was in it iated for active a lumn i. This new bene f it,

I

~h ich is a vai lable o n ly to dues-paying members of the A lumn i Assoc iat ion, a llows a lumni t o purchase
selected books pub lished by The University Press of Kentucky, t he book pub lish ing agency for WKU a nd
1 1 other Kent ucky col leges and universit ies, a t a specia l 30 % d isco unt off publisher' s list p rice. Your
Alumni Association is proud to p resent th is additiona l benefit, and here a nnounces fo u r f ine new se lections,
in"clud ing one by a WKU professor.

TODAY'S WESTERN WANTS TO JOIN YOU ·
(NOTE: Western Alumnus asks yow cooperation i11 submitting news
of many kinds, hut the editors hope sincerely that alumni will understand that many news items of possible interest to all readers are
known only to you . We SUf/Rest that you take advantage of the form
you will find below to give us news of all kinds. The form is for your
com'enience, of course, and all news is welcome-preferably typedon any suitable kind of paper. Thank you.)

NEW SELECTIONS

PREVIOUS SELECTIONS (Also Available)

UNCLE BUD LONG

KENTUCKY BIRDS: A FIND ING GU IDE, H . E. Shodowen (of WKU) and ot hers (Pub. at $9.75). Alumni
price $6.82; with KY tax $7.16.

THE BIRTH OF A KENTUCKY FOLK LEGEND

By Kenneth Cl arke, WKU professor of Engl ish &
fo lklo re. A collection of ta les about a fam ily that
lived near Clark's Land ing early in this century.
T he narrative is a lso analyzed to shoyv the ways it
has changed in t he process of rete ll ing from pe rson
to person. Illustrated. (Pub. at $4.95) Alumni
price $3.47 (with KY tax $3.64).

HERE'S MY NEWS FOR WESTERN ALUMNUS:

RETURN TO ALU MNI ASSOC.
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIV.
BOWLI NG GREEN, KY. 42101

Dr.
Mr.
Name Mrs.
Miss_ _ __ _ _ ____________ (maiden name, if married)__________ __
(Circle)

Class of_ _ __ Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City, Sta te_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ ip Code_ __ _
Major at WKU._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ College at WKU_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

(Use additional sheet if needed.)

(Date)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

(Signed)_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

A GU IDE T O THE W ILDFLOWERS & FERNS OF
KENTUCKY, W ho rton & Barbour (Pub. at $9 .50).
Alumni price $6.65; wit h KY tax $6.98.
KENTUCKY: A PICTORIAL HI STORY, Colemon
(Pub. at $8.95). Alumni price $6.26; wit h KY tax
$6 .57.

TREES & SHRUBS OF KENTUCKY

LAND BETWEEN T H E LAKES, Sm ith (Pub. a t
$5 .95). Alumni price $4. 16; with KY tax $4.37.

By Ma ry E. Wharton & Roger W. Barbour. Brand
new, with over l, 150 photographs- 260 in f ull
color. A comprehens ive g uide t o the 282 species
of woody plants found in Kent ucky and surrounding states. Compl ete w ith an identif icat ion key t hat
rea lly works for a mateu r a nd specia list a like . (Pub.
at $12.95) Alumni price $9.07 (with KY t a x $9.52).

The A lumni Book Purc hase Pion is avai la b le
on ly to dues-paying members of the WKU A lumni
Association. A ll books a re offered at 30 % d iscount. Payment mus t accompany a ll orders, and
Kentucky resident s please odd 5 % so les tax.

ORDER FORM
TRAVELS IN THE OLD SOUTH, 1783-1860
SELECTED FROM PERIODICALS OF THE TIMES

Ed ited by Eugene L. Schwaab & Jacque line Bull.
The outlines of the emerging South can be discerned from these colorful accounts gathered from
many sources--ofte n fugit ive period ica ls. T h is
f ully-i ll ustrated two-volume set is handsomely s lipcased. (Pub. at $ 25.00). Alumni price $17.50 (with
KY tax $ 18.38) .

Make check payable to:
T HE UNIVERS ITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY

No. Copies

Title

Price

Nome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Grad. Yr. _ _

KENTUCKY BOURBON

Address _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _

THE EARLY YEARS OF WHISKEYMAKING

C ity _ _ _ __ _ _ _ St ote _ _ Z IP_ _

By Henry G. Crowgey. A clear-sighted history of
t he early years of bourbon in Kentucky. "Wel l
written and thoroughly researched . . . h ighly
recommended"-Librory J ourna l. Illustroted . (Pub.
at $9.75. Alumni price $6.82 (with KY tax $7.16).

Mail orders to:
ALUMN I ASSOCIATION
Craig Alumni Center
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, KY 42101

Western Kentucky University

Second

WESTERN ALUMNUS

Cla11 Matter

Bowling Green, Kentucky .42101
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